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Introducing Dolphin Dispeners’ elegant and stylish
solution to washroom design, a complete modular
system hidden behind mirrored panels. Giving your
washroom a stylish and uncluttered finish that until
now we could only dream about.

Each modular system has its own set of sensor
activated taps, soap dispensers and hand dryers. 
With a simple and quick release the mirrors lift up 
using hydraulic pistons to reveal easy access for
maintenance and janitorial duties. The modular system
promotes a ‘plug and play’ system, with only a need to
provide hot and cold water and an electricity supply.

Dolphin Behind Mirror complete washroom
system

Specifications:
� Elegant and clean design, fits into any project
� Easy access for janitorial duties, with hydraulic lifting

panels
� Sensor activated taps, soap and hand dryers
� Multi-feed system, LED lighting. ‘Plug and Play’

An elegant
solution to
an age old
problem.

Dolphin Dispensers
2 Haywood Way,
Hastings, TN35 4PL
t: 01424 20 22 24 
f: 01424 20 52 00
e: info@dolphindispensers.co.uk
www.dolphindispensers.co.uk
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Just the spot
Designing outstanding hotels for difficult to develop locations pays off, 
writes Ray Philpott

Barking’s new model housing
The UK’s first wholly private-financed council housing scheme, in the London
Borough of Barking & Dagenham, has been designed to exploit the latest 
off-site manufacturing techniques. Stephen Cousins reports

Maximising daylight in design
It is clear that there is an opportunity for architects and specifiers to make 
much better use of daylight in buildings throughout the design process. Indeed
daylight should play as central a role in the design as technical installations.
However, all too often it is overlooked, as Paul Hicks, sustainability and design
manager at VELUX, explains

Working with water
Glyn Hyett, managing director of 3P Technik UK Ltd and director and 
founding member of the UK Rainwater Harvesting Association, addresses the 
issues surrounding the implementation of rainwater harvesting and sustainable
drainage systems
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How to specify a partitioning system 
As an integral part of many office fit-outs, partitions offer a host of structural
and aesthetic benefits and can make a major contribution to the overall 
appearance and quality of a finished space. However, specifying the right 
partitioning system can become somewhat of a minefield if you are unsure of
what to look for. Here Joe Cilia, AIS FPDC technical manager, looks at what 
to consider in the specification process

LANDSCAPING & EXTERNAL WORKS: CANOPIES, SHELTERS & SHADING 

Specifying canopies, shelters and walkways
Vicky Evans, sales director of Twinfix Limited demonstrates that there are many
things to consider when specifying a glazed canopy or walkway. 
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The Fab Four weren’t even out of
short trousers when VELUX made
its UK debut in 1954. Over the last
60 years, VELUX has remained 
at the top – bringing daylight to 
life in homes throughout the
country with groundbreaking roof
window designs. 
VELUX is founded on a vision of

daylight, fresh air and quality of life
– benefits that are today enjoyed in
millions of homes around the world.
Today, more than 60 years after the
first VELUX roof window was
installed in a Danish school, the
company’s vision has evolved – but
its values remain as first expressed by
founder, Villum Kann Rasmussen:

“We are daylight engineers.”  
Constantly innovating and having

just launched a new generation of
products, VELUX is making the
best, even better. Its new products
are designed to improve the quality
of homes, providing even more
light, sound insulation and ventila-
tion, while also helping to reduce
energy consumption, thanks to
advanced ThermoTechnology.
Sustainability influences every-

thing VELUX do, starting with 
the quality of the products. The
company have been leading for 
60 years, which means that its 
customers can choose the right
products with confidence.

60 years at No. 1

Birmingham City Council has granted
detailed planning consent for the develop-
ment of the first commercial building at
Arena Central.
Fronting Broad Street and sitting oppo-

site Centenary Square, 1 Arena Central –
which is set to be the first speculatively
developed new office building in
Birmingham City Centre since the start
of the latest property cycle – will provide
140,000 sq ft of accommodation across
eight floors including 135,000 sq ft of
Grade A office space, with typical floor-
plates of 21,000 sq ft. The building will
also offer 5,000 sq ft of retail units on the
ground floor and 68 car parking spaces in
a secure basement environment.
Designed by Make, 1 Arena Central

features a curved facade with a contempo-
rary chequerboard motif, designed to
encourage pedestrian traffic onto the site
and forming an extension to Broad Street.
The building also features 2,500 sq ft of
open balconies on the top floor, providing
views across Centenary Square and back
towards the Mailbox and Cube.

OFFICE DEVELOPMENT

Birmingham City
Council gives green
light to first Arena
Central building

Scan the code with your
mobile phone using QR
code software to view 
the latest news from 
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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EXHIBITION

Architect Sir John Soane was once described as the ‘master of space and light’, as his architecture always placed a great emphasis
on the use of light and shadow. This aspect of Soane’s work will be explored by leading contemporary designers in a pop-up 
exhibition, entitled Space and Light, opening during this year’s London Design Festival (13 - 21 September). The curated display
features work by the likes of Paul Schütze, Ab Rogers, Sebastian Bergne and Tiipoi, and will be installed in the museum’s historic
No.12 Breakfast Room. Visit  www.architectsdatafile.co.uk and enter the reference number 60533 for more information.

13 September – 11 October 2014

Space and Light: 
A pop up exhibition at Sir John Soane’s Museum 
to coincide with London Design Festival 2014
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The shortlist for The Structural Awards
2014 was released early this month by
The Institution of Structural Engineers,
celebrating achievement, innovation 
and excellence in the field of structural
engineering. All kinds of structures are
recognised, including a bridge modelled
on a Maori fish hook, a sculpture at
Heathrow Airport and a new Apple
store in Istanbul.
It is a truly global shortlist, including

entries from New Zealand, Turkey, China,
Germany, Canada and many from the
UK. The winners will be announced at
The Structural Awards ceremony in
London on Friday 14 November.
Martin Powell, chief executive of The

Institution of Structural Engineers, said:
“We hold the Structural Awards each
year to recognise outstanding work by

structural engineers, and to raise aware-
ness about the vital global role they play
creating innovative design solutions. 
“From skyscraper and bridge con-

struction to heritage and home projects,
the awards showcase the full range of
chartered structural engineers’ abilities –
as trusted professionals, problem solvers,
and the guardians of public safety.”
Visit  www.architectsdatafile.co.uk

and enter the reference number 54462
to see a selection of shortlisted projects,
including judges’ comments.
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≥36

Introducing the            slip resistant safety flooring from Gerflornew

A revolutionary new flooring for wet and dry, barefoot

and shod applications giving comfort and durability. 

01926 622600 contractuk@gerflor.com www.gerflor.co.uk@

Follow us on Twitter @Gerfloruk

Excellent barefoot comfort and is tested and
rated to ≥36 in wet conditions

Offers an extremely high level of slip
resistance underfoot for shoes and boots

Enhanced slip resistant safety vinyl flooring
with a raised emboss design

Ask for a free sample or product card today

TARASAFETM Ultra H2O

AWARDS SHORTLIST

The Structural
Awards 2014:
Shortlist 
celebrates global
engineeringPlanning has just been announced

for Ensign Court, a housing
scheme that will provide 65 new
homes for the London Borough of
Tower Hamlets. Designed by
architects Maccreanor Lavington,
the site is located on the corner of
Dock Street and Ensign Street and
will be completed in 2017.
The stepped building will be

located in the historic urban block
that spans from Cable Street to The
Highway, a major route through
the borough into central London.
Ensign Court will significantly
contribute to the transformation
of this area, from a previously decay-
ing part of London into one of the
most desirable new places to live.
The classic brick facade of the

building has been influenced by
the heritage of the old warehouses
formerly located within the area
and fits seamlessly into the existing
fabric of the neighbourhood. The
14-storey tower steps down on
either side to create a structure that
integrates well at street level and
does not overpower the surround-
ing buildings. 

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

Planning 
approved for
major new 
development in
Tower Hamlets

© Gary Allen

Above: Structural designer: 
Eckersley O’Callaghan

There are only five elements 
to this new Apple ‘lantern’
building – four sheets of glass
and a single panel of FRP.  
The only thing holding them
together is silicon.

The judges found this to be 
a supreme example of
collaboration between engineer
and fabricator, taking structural
glass technology into a new
dimension. Only engineering
excellence and attention to
detail can produce a result of
such simplicity and purity 
of expression.

Situation in the UK
remains convincingly 
positive for the 
construction sector...
Ref: 94464

Skanska wins contract to
provide infrastructure for
£1 billion University of
Cambridge project...
Ref: 36379

SPARK has completed
the design of Prince’s
Building, Shenzhen,
South China...
Ref: 43854

Open homes inspire with
ideas for green living and
cutting energy bills...
Ref: 38414

Visit the website www.architectsdatafile.co.uk and enter the reference number for more information

news bytes
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www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=36379
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=43854
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=38414
www.gerflor.co.uk


2014 RIBA STIRLING PRIZE SHORTLIST

The six buildings will be judged by the
same criteria: their design excellence and
their significance in the evolution of
architecture and the built environment.
The shortlist for the 2014 RIBA

Stirling Prize is:

Everyman Theatre,
Liverpool by Haworth
Tompkins
After nine years gestation, Liverpool has
a brand new, purpose-built theatre of
outstanding quality. The selection and
use of materials has created an exception-
ally tactile building. This is a building
that will age gracefully, continually
enriched by the patina of daily use. It will
both reassure and delight its loyal audi-
ence and those discovering this gem for
the first time.

Library of Birmingham 
by Mecanoo
Three stacked boxes adorned with a glit-
tering filigree screen are the signature of
this landmark, which makes a bold and

transformative addition to the city. With
formal and informal spaces for reading,
relaxing, playing and participating in the
library’s programme of events, it has
shaken the traditional perception of a
library, turning it into a place where fam-
ilies and readers can spend a whole day
learning and engaging.

London Aquatics
Centre by Zaha Hadid
Architects
This world-class building was a fitting
backdrop for the 2012 Olympic Games.
Inspired by the fluid geometry of 
water in motion, the undulating roof
sweeps up from the ground like a wave to

fold over the building and define two
separate pools.
It is very beautiful; sensual with a gen-

erosity of space. The pure and powerful
form is conceptually flawless; it will be a
favourite venue for Londoners for gener-
ations to come.

London Bridge Tower
(The Shard) by Renzo
Piano Building
Workshop
1.2 million sq ft of accommodation has
been built on a small parcel of land
directly next to one of London’s major
transport hubs. To make a tower on such
a tight site a thing of great beauty is a rare
achievement. Six uses occupy multiple
floors: health clinic, offices, restaurants,
hotel, residential apartments and public
viewing gallery; to create a ‘vertical
village’. The building is omnipresent in
London and has added immeasurably 
to the city.

Shortlist announced for 
2014 RIBA Stirling prize 
for the Best New Building
The shortlist for the prestigious 2014 RIBA Stirling Prize for the best new
building was announced last month. The six exceptional shortlisted buildings
will now go head-to-head for architecture’s highest accolade, to be awarded
by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) on 16 October 2014

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Glenn Howells
Architects’ completed
gateway to National
Arboretum given the

royal seal of approval...
Ref: 64246

mosescameronwilliams
and Atkins to 

design £330 million
University of

Northampton campus...
Ref: 38928

Book: Architectural
Drawing 2nd edition,
by David Dernie and

published by Laurence

King in October...
Ref: 71174

Visit the website 
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk

and enter the reference 
number for more information

news bytes
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www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=71174
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London School of
Economics – Saw Swee
Hock Student Centre 
by O’Donnell +
Tuomey Architects
This is an object lesson in creating a sur-
prising and startlingly original building
on a difficult urban site. Every angled
facet responds to the rights of light of its
neighbours. Formed as a continuous
spiral rising upwards, the outer brick
walls slope and twist, gouged with cuts
and cracks that give light and form. The
floors take up complex shapes, yet all the
spaces feel natural and functional. This
is a building showing a high degree of
craftsmanship.

Manchester School of
Art by Feilden Clegg
Bradley Studios
The major refurbishment of a 1960s
tower and the creation of a new build-
ing with open studios and workshops 
has been executed with great skill and
innovation. Design excellence has been
coupled with a visionary brief calling 
for staff and students to break tradi-
tional course divisions and work across
disciplines. This is a building where 
the exploration of design and creativity
will flourish.

Visit  www.architectsdatafile.co.uk and
enter the reference number 38854 for
more information and images.

Clockwise from top:  London
Aquatics Centre; the Shard;
Manchester Scool of Art; and
Everyman Theatre

© Hufton+Crow

© Hufton+Crow © Michel Denance

© Philip Vile

www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=38854


17–20 September
Earls Court

The UK’s fastest growing design and build event
See the Design Kaleidoscope at 100% Design
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events
AWARDS

British Homes Awards
19 September, London
britishhomesawards.co.uk

RIBA Stirling Prize Party 2014
16 October, London
www.architecture.com/StirlingPrize/
RIBAStirlingPrize.aspx

CONFERENCES & SEMINARS

City of London On Location: Growth
and change in the Square Mile
12 September, London
www.newlondonarchitecture.org/
events.php

Retrofitting Historic Buildings –
London
16 September, London
www.architecture.com/whatson

Future City, Future Wood: Seminar
and CLT Master Class
23 October, London
www.buildingcentre.co.uk/events

COURSES

Framed Concrete Buildings with Fine
Concrete Surfaces
30 September, London
www.buildingcentre.co.uk/events

The Drawing Gym for Architects and
Spatial Designers
6, 13, 20 & 27 October and 
3 November, London
www.buildingcentre.co.uk/events

EXHIBITIONS

Designs of the Year
Until 25 August, London
designmuseum.org/exhibitions

G M Cantacuzino: 
A Hybrid Modernist
Until 29 August, London
www.icr-london.co.uk

Yorkshire in Yellow 
Until 7 September, Sheffield
www.architecture.com/whatson

Tonkin Liu: The Evolution of 
Shell Lace Structure 
3 September - 8 October, London
www.architecture.com/whatson

Space and Light
13 September - 11 October, London
www.soane.org (See page 4)

Louis Khan: The Power 
of Architecture 
Until 12 October, London
www.architecture.com/whatson

Dream, Draw, Work: Architectural
Drawings by Norman Shaw RA
Until 26 October, London
www.royalacademy.org.uk/
exhibition/26

Bridge
Until 2 November, London
www.museumoflondon.org.uk/
docklands/whats-on

Venice Architecture Biennale
Until 23 November, Venice
www.labiennale.org/en/
architecture/

Ordinary Beauty: 
The Photography of Edwin Smith
10 September - 6 December, London
www.architecture.com/whatson

Mackintosh Architecture
Until 4 January 2015, Glasgow
www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/visit/
exhibitions/
(Click through to Exhibition Schedule)

The Modern Lens: International
Photography and the Tate collection
14 October 2014 – 10 May 2015, St Ives
www.tate.org.uk/stives

FESTIVALS

London Design Festival
13 - 21 September, London
www.londondesignfestival.com

Brussels Design September 2014
9 - 30 September, Brussels
www.designseptember.be

World Architecture Festival
1 - 3 October, Singapore
www.worldarchitecturefestival.com

Bridge150 Festival
Until 9 December, Bristol
www.architecturecentre.co.uk/
events-bridge150

INSTALLATIONS

Daniel Lobb: As above, so below
Until 21 September, London
www.siobhandavies.com/whats-on

House of Muses
Until 21 September, London
www.museumoflondon.org.uk/
london-wall/whats-on

Smiljan Radic’s Serpentine Pavilion
Until 19 October, London
www.serpentinegalleries.org/
exhibitions-events

TALKS, LECTURES & DEBATES

Design Intent to Reality: Closing the
Building Performance Gap –
Cambridge
11 September, Cambridge
www.architecture.com/whatson

2014 Stirling Prize Stories 
with the Times+
30 September, London
www.architecture.com/whatson

TOURS

Open House London
20 - 21 September, London
www.londonopenhouse.org

Eco Open Houses
18 - 19 and 25 - 26 October, 
Brighton & Hove
www.ecoopenhouses.org

TRADE SHOWS

100% Design
17 - 20 September, London
www.100percentdesign.co.uk

Timber Expo
7 - 8 October, Birmingham
www.timber-expo.co.uk
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OFFICE DEVELOPMENT, CHINA

Pollard Thomas
Edwards opens its

doors for Open House
London...

Ref: 73066

ISG chalks up 
£12 million mid Kent

college win...
Ref: 35623

National Conservation
Award for writer 
and campaigner 
Gillian Darley...

Ref: 17830

Visit the website 
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk

and enter the reference 
number for more information

news bytes
An unusual Atkins-designed office
development will become the new
icon of Guangzhou, capital city of
Guangdong Province in China and
third largest in mainland China by
gross domestic product.
Atkins was appointed by China

Communications Construction
Company (CCCC) to provide archi-
tecture services from concept through
to extended preliminary design stage for the new Window of
Guangzhou development. This is Atkins’ first architecture
project for the client, one of China’s most powerful state-owned
enterprises. Atkins has established a strong relationship with
CCCC, which led to the signing of a memorandum of under-
standing for a global strategic cooperation in April 2014.
The development, due to be completed in 2018, consists of

three stand-alone buildings which will house high-end office
space. Two of the buildings resemble ‘floating’ windows and
the other tower stands at 208 metres tall. From a distance, the

development reads as ‘001’ which
symbolises Guangzhou as the first
Chinese city open for international
trading as a port for the ancient Silk
Road several dynasties ago and again
revitalised in the late 1970s. 
Shu Guang, project director at

CCCC, said: “Atkins’ design concept
demonstrates the importance of
Guangzhou as a gateway to China 

for the world.  The window-shaped buildings promote the 
city’s image as an important location for China’s import and
export business.”
KY Cheung, Atkins’ senior design director, said: “Our design

provides a dramatic visual impact, ensuring that the breathtak-
ing view of the Zhujiang River is maximised for the occupants
and the community behind the project as well. We incorpo-
rated green architecture design principles such as solar shading
and air flow through the buildings to provide shelter from sun
and rain, typical in this hot and humid part of southern China.”

enq.103

Atkins designs the iconic 
Window of Guangzhou

www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=73066
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www.primeoak.co.uk
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Book: Future Details of
Architecture, published
by Wiley, August 2014.
Guest-edited by 
Mark Garcia...

Ref: 55088

The Macallan receives
planning approval for
new £100 million 
distillery in Speyside...
Ref: 74440

Art and Architecture
combined to create
beauty for buildings...
Ref: 22599

Visit the website 
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter the reference 
number for more information

news bytes

New research challenges the perception that sustainable
buildings are necessarily more costly to construct, by pre-
senting the actual costs and savings associated with a wide
range of sustainable building strategies. 
The research team from Sweett Group and BRE applied

cost data from real construction projects to three case study
buildings – an office, secondary school and community
healthcare centre – to produce detailed capital and opera-
tional cost information.
Their report, Delivering sustainable buildings: Savings

and payback, presents the actual costs of a range of individ-
ual sustainability strategies, and the additional costs (if any)
of achieving various levels of overall building sustainability.
In addition it reveals the associated payback to be gained
from reduced utility costs. 
The study investigated the: 

• capital costs of measures to improve sustainability,
including readily usable no or low cost measures, along
with those that must be built into the project early on to
minimise their costs

• capital costs of achieving overall levels of building 

sustainability, using the costs associated with gaining
Pass, Good, Very Good and Excellent ratings under the
BREEAM sustainability rating scheme

• and life cycle costs of operating buildings, focusing on
energy and water consumption – the study found that
specifying sustainability measures during the design and
procurement stages can bring cost savings without
adding significantly, or at all, to upfront costs.

The researchers concluded that achieving the lower
BREEAM ratings can incur little or no additional cost.
Targeting the higher BREEAM ratings, and so more chal-
lenging levels of sustainability, incurs some additional cost
but this is typically less than 2 per cent. The investigation
of life cycle operational costs showed that any additional
cost can be paid back within two to five years through
utility savings.

Delivering sustainable buildings: Savings and payback
(Ref FB63) is available at www.brebookshop.com
Visit  www.architectsdatafile.co.uk and enter the refer-

ence number 52285 for more information.

BRE

New research challenges the 
perception that sustainability costs

enq. 105

Planning our retirement

This year it is expected that the over
65s will outnumber those under 16 for
the first time in the UK. The care sector
remains dogged by a consistent media
and political portrayal of failures in care.
But below the headlines, this ageing
population and demand for a more
sophisticated range of care provision
options, provide strong fundamentals
for long term investment and growth in
the sector’s property portfolio. Current
proposals submitted and proposed
since the start of the year, give a flavour
of the size and the diversity of the plans
for our future care in old age.
Planning Pipe examined over 350

new detailed proposals for new and
existing care homes, supported living
and other dedicated retirement units
since the beginning of the year across
the UK.
As expected, the growth in new care

provision comes from new build
schemes – outnumbering extensions to
existing facilities by a factor of around
10 to 1. There is a relatively even 50/50
split in new beds versus new independ-
ent units. This snapshot of recent plans
submitted since the start of the year
sees a strong pipeline in the Midlands
as well as the high-density in the South
East of England.

PLANNING

Care Provision Planning Activity
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* Based on UK New Detailed Plans Submitted January to July 2014

By Paul Graham, founder of Planning Pipe, provider of cost effective, bespoke
construction leads (www.  planningpipe.co.uk)
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...and a Destination

Both a Starting Point...

Quality in the Patient Environment

In healthcare, the built environment is constantly 
evolving. As such, the standards that we are setting for 
patient care are rising too. Quality transcends policies 
and procedures. It is not just a measure of what we do, 
but of patient satisfaction and comfort. Though we 
can’t always define quality, we know it when we see it. 
Let's look for it together - and be the best we can be.

Healthcare Estates is a unique event that 
consists of the prestigious IHEEM Annual 
Conference, Awards Dinner and the UK’s 
largest trade exhibition for the sector.

EVENT PARTNER SUPPORTERS PRINCIPAL MEDIA PARTNEREVENT SPONSORS

7-8 October 2014. Manchester Central

Register Now
www.healthcare-estates.com

#HCEstates14

visit www.healthcare-estates.com  

Healthcare Estates works closely with Architects for Health to 
promote and campaign for better healthcare environments 
through bringing together organisations and individuals who 
share an interest in excellence in the planning and design of 
healthcare facilities. With ‘complimentary’ presentations 
hosted by Architects for Health, featuring case studies, design 
showcases and key sessions from the Construction Industry 
Council and ProCure 21+ make sure you register today.



continuing professional development
Maintaining and improving professional competence, skills, abilities and knowledge 

Nora Flooring Systems are offering
architects a double-pointed RIBA
approved CPD on the ‘Fascinating
Properties of Rubber Floor
Coverings’. This iPad based 
interactive seminar looks at the
technical and aesthetic aspects of
specifying resilient floor coverings,
the properties of rubber and the
quite unique design impact that can
be made to any interior.

01788 513 160
www.nora.com/uk

THE FASCINATING PROPERTIES OF
RUBBER FLOOR COVERINGS

UZIN is renowned for problem
solving solutions and technical
service. As part of this ethos it is
now delivering CPD seminars to
clients at their offices. The seminar
‘Modern Installation Systems for
Floor Coverings’ provides a detailed
overview of the correct 
specification process for perfect
flooring installations. Its aim is not
to overwhelm you with technical
information but provide practical
advice and help you learn about the
latest flooring innovations which
may help you in different scenarios.

01788 530080
info@uzin.co.uk 

MODERN INSTALLATION SYSTEMS
FOR FLOOR COVERINGS

As the popularity of wetrooms
continues to grow, CCL Wetrooms
have developed a Wetroom Design
& SpecificationCPD to help guide
architects through the process of
designing and specifying a 
watertight wetroom. The technical
presentation covers the key consid-
erations of designing and specifying
a wetroom, including wetroom
design and layout, waterproofing,
drainage, floor build up and 
installation. It also includes a
section on how wetrooms can help
meet the Lifetime Homes Standard.

0844 327 6002
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk

WETROOM DESIGN & SPECIFICATION

As more housing developments
move onto the higher levels of 
the code for sustainable homes, 
flexibility within the floor zone will
become more important to the
housebuilder and the levels of the
demand for Posi-Joist look set to
continue to grow. All of this means
that it’s important to put good
technical information into the
hands of architects and engineers.
To facilitate this, MiTek offer a
Posi-Joist CPD course which is
available both online and in a
seminar setting.

01384 451400  
www.posi-joist.co.uk

MITEK OFFER POSI-JOIST CPD COURSE

cpd focus
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Sika-Trocal is pleased to announce
the new RIBA-approved CPD 
entitled Effective Design of Single Ply
Roof Systems. This CPD 
presentation aims to assist both
specifiers and architects when 
designing and selecting single ply
roofing solutions.

The CPD covers the following 
topics: Design Considerations –
choosing a single ply system and 
designing to the best practice; 
Quality Suppliers – getting support
and services from single ply manu-
facturers; Guarantees – possible
flexibility and options; Industry
and Legislation – information on 
meeting the correct and relevant
standards; Sectors and Build
types – the considerations and dif-
ferent methods available; History
and Group information – a helpful
insight into both Sika-Trocal and
the Sika Group.

Sika-Trocal has provided single-
ply roofing solutions to specifiers,
clients and main-contractors in the
UK for over 40 years. Sika-Trocal
specialise in single ply roofing 
solutions that are designed to be 
installed as quickly and efficiently as
possible, ensuring a cost-effective
solution every time.

If you are looking for assistance
when designing and selecting single
ply roofing solutions and require
further information on this seminar,
please contact Sika-Trocal directly
either via phone or email, or visit
the company’s website. 

01707 394444   
www.sikatrocal.co.uk

EFFECTIVE DESIGN OF SINGLE PLY
ROOF SYSTEMS
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Schlüter launches four 
new RIBA-accredited 
CPD seminars...
Ref: 91964

IKO launch RIBA approved
Mastic Asphalt CPD...
Ref: 44327

New CPD guides to the 
London Plan and Part L of the
Building Regulations...
Ref: 47074

CPD from Aperam: 
Building Envelope Solutions in
Stainless Steel...
Ref: 33144

PC Henderson CPD receives
RIBA approval...
Ref: 20509

A guide to Rainwater 
Harvesting Systems 
from Wilo...
Ref: 11566

The fibre cement building 
envelope from Marley Eternit...
Ref: 13230

Glass mosaic, its applications 
& installation from Trend GB...
Ref: 13864

Integrated solutions for 
tiled wetrooms and movement
joints and uncoupling 
membranes for tiled coverings
from Schlüter-Systems...
Ref: 16947

Architects experience design
freedom with Under Floor Air
Conditioning: new CPD 
seminars by AET Flexible Space
Ref: 54196

Visit the website 
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter the reference 
number for more information

cpd bytes
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Barwood launches Duo split shower doors   
One of the UK’s leading designers and manufacturers of
high quality inclusive bathroom products, Barwood
Products, has launched the new Duo shower doors. Duo
features split shower doors that can be individually
hinged making it very easy to use. The attractive glass
doors offer a hassle-free showering solution for all
members of the family, whether the user is in a wheel-
chair, needs the help of a carer, or simply wants an adapt-
able shower suitable for all. Made from 6mm toughened

safety glass, the Duo door prevents splashing and the handles provide easy manip-
ulation. The Duo is also watertight without silicone. 

01782 561 814   www.barwoodsproducts.com

   

enq.112

Ideal Standard launches new range   
Expanding its hugely successful Concept range Ideal
Standard has unveiled its latest breakthrough:
Concept Freedom. The new range of accessible bath-
room products aims to include less abled customers,
rather than alienate them, through a collection of
ceramics, brassware and showers that are well-

designed, elegant and functional. The range incorporates products that allow the
specifier to create fully Part M compliant en suites, demonstrating how wheelchair
accessible bathrooms can be as contemporary and beautiful as conventional 
bathrooms. With sleek rails and raised height WC’s, Concept Freedom allows
additional support and comfort to be discreetly integrated into a bathroom layout.

01342 364461   www.ideal-standard.co.uk
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totalhome.co.uk0845 260 0123 Follow @TotalHomeEnviro Like totalhomeenviro 

They said goodbye to the bag. 

We said goodbye to the vacuum...

FI N A L I S T

+
light      powerful      empty annually      20 year life
quiet      no maintenance      install in any age home

enq.114
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Radical approach to retirement living

Purus Minimax gullies
selected for 67-
bedroom Lord Street
Care Home...
Ref: 49210

Albion Ventures invests
£16 million in new 
residential care homes...
Ref: 70423

Churchill Retirement
Living announced as
National Business
Awards finalist...
Ref: 51653

Construction 
underway on new care
home in Canterbury...
Ref: 51921

Door closer enhances
care home safety...
Ref: 53580

Larkpoint joins
Barchester &
Cinnamon to deliver
care home...
Ref: 61764

Tate Solutions 
provides safe access to
retirement home...
Ref: 95345

£8 million care 
home underway for
Southampton...
Ref: 99224

Celebrating the start of
construction at Upton
Dene care home...
Ref: 97758

The Retirement Village: Whitecraigs in East
Renfrewshire, submitted June 2014
The retirement village of Whitecraigs, south-west of
Glasgow, is the largest new care scheme so far submit-
ted for approval this year. It combines 320 one- and
two-bedroom apartments and a 60 bedroom care

home, and supporting shops and leisure facilities. The
village provides on-site carers and resources which
aim to separate how care is offered from the accom-
modation of those requiring care. This provides the
basis to move away from the rather binary home or
care home options of the past. The developers plan to

offer the ability to buy properties outright as well as
shared ownership and rental.
Client:Whitecraigs Developments Limited
Agent: Jewitt And Wilkie Architects
Information on other new care home and retire-

ment schemes can be found on page 17...

Visit the website 
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter the reference 
number for more information

news bytes
East Lancashire will be home to a new
lifestyle model for older people at
Northlight, site of the historic Brierfield
Mill. The new village will be known
as Evermore.
Evermore is a new housing and

lifestyle approach that combines attrac-
tive property with support services to
help older people retain independence
and control. Founded by Sara McKee, it
will radically change the housing choices
available for people in later life and
tackle social isolation among older
people living alone.
The village in Brierfield is the first of

its kind to be built in England and will
feature a five storey building with 60
apartments. Each apartment will have a
double bedroom and en suite, living
room, kitchenette and balcony. The
apartments will be clustered into house-
holds of 12 with each household sharing
communal living area and hearth includ-
ing an open plan kitchen and large
dining table.
Evermore delivers an integrated

approach to older age care through a
combined focus on great living space,
hospitality and wellbeing. The compan-
ionship the Evermore model provides

not only enhances older people’s quality
of life, but also their health and general
wellbeing through ongoing contribution.
The approach is inspired by the Green

House Project in the US, which provides
homes for older people that look and
feel like a real home while also delivering
high quality care. Research has shown its
model has resulted in improved quality
of life among residents, better quality of
care, and higher staff satisfaction com-
pared to traditional retirement homes.
Visit  www.architectsdatafile.co.uk

and enter the reference number 63895
for more information.

ISG has been awarded a £6.7 million
project to construct a new care home
for Quantum Care in Letchworth.
Constructed on a brownfield site,

formerly occupied by Lannock School,
the part three-storey residential facility
replaces two existing homes in the
Quantum Care portfolio, providing
modern and thoughtfully designed
accommodation for residents with a
broad range of care requirements. The
new home is specially designed to
enable older people to retain their
independence, within a framework of
support for individual requirements.
The accommodation is fully acces-

sible for residents with physical dis-
abilities and the design, decoration
and layout of the home has been
specifically developed to support the
requirements of residents with demen-
tia. The care home incorporates an
advanced wireless nurse alert system

that operates via pagers and DECT
telephones, avoiding the need for
buzzers that can disturb other residents.
Designed to blend seamlessly with

the surrounding built environment,
the new Letchworth facility will be
traditionally constructed with brick
and block work and a range of archi-
tectural finishes to its facade, including
rainscreen cladding, render and brick-
work. ISG will create a roof terrace
area and also install photovoltaic

panels at roof level to generate emis-
sion free electricity, with the scheme
targeting a BREEAM Excellent envi-
ronmental performance rating.  
The external works form an essen-

tial element of the project, with ISG
carrying out extensive hard and soft
landscaping, creating a courtyard with
seating, wooded walkway, pond
feature and wild flower planting areas
to encourage residents to relax out-
doors and spend time with visitors.  

ISG wins £6.7 million Hertfordshire care home

Visualisation of the new 75-bedroom
care home in Letchworth

PLANNING

The largest new schemes proposed reveal the current diverse mix of retirement and care provision
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editor’s focus

Total Home Environment
Imagine reducing your heating bill by half, slashing your carbon emissions and 
getting money back with the Renewable Heat Initiative for the next seven years. If
your client wants a new heating system that’s 350 per cent efficient or they’re off
gas, then a Samsung air-source heat pump could be the new eco heating system for
them. They will save 36-60 per cent on running costs in comparison to a gas or oil
boiler and will get 7p/kWh, meaning they could earn over £1,000pa with the RHI.
Follow Total Home Environment on Linked In or Twitter for more useful tips.

Cooke Brothers
Since its launch the unique DUALWAY Anti-Barricade door system from
Cooke Brothers has already generated a huge amount of interest leading to
a surge in business for the company.  Designed to suit either new build or
retrofit applications where individual doorsets are required within an 
existing facility, the Dual Way Door System provides unrestricted and
immediate access into a room in a situation where a patient has barricaded
himself or herself in. The Dual Way system utilises a frame within a frame
principal, allowing for a standard 44mm or 54mm doorset to be mounted
within a secondary high security steel outer frame.

Holdsworth Windows
Holdsworth Windows is a family run business specialising
in the manufacture of bespoke steel windows, leaded lights
and fittings. Established for over 45 years, it has designed,
fabricated and installed windows for a wide range of
buildings. Offering a complete window fitting service,
conservation and recycling is an integral part of its work.
Holdsworth can replace small cottage windows or tackle
large-scale restorations – no job is too large or small.

Valcan Ltd
Valcan Ltd specialises in the design, manufacture
and distribution of a range of quality facade 
products and components throughout the UK.
With over 20 years’ experience in the facade 
industry through Vitrabond’s global network, 
Valcan has established a leading position in the
market and is now the preferred company by 
architects, builders and fabricators. Valcan Ltd
began with the supply of Vitrabond aluminium
composite panel and is soon to be adding 
Ceramapanel, Vitranamel and Vitracore to its 
suite of facade products. 

Timber Expo
Timber Expo 2014 will set out the best in 
sustainable construction and innovation at the
Birmingham NEC this October. With only two
months to go before the doors open, here are
some essential highlights not to miss. A huge
range of almost 200 companies from all four
corners of the timber industry will be unveiling
their latest products and services. Overseas 
representatives include organisations from: 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany,
Ghana, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Russia, Sweden,
Switzerland and the USA. 

Outside Structure Solutions
Outside Structure Solutions is a specialist supplier of
external terrace covers, which are a fantastic way to
add valuable space.  Recently Coastal Bite cafe in
Southend chose a Med Elite with a turquoise, 
electrically retractable roof which complements their
fresh interior décor and enables them to make the
most of the wonderful summer weather while
allowing them to retract their roof at night to comply
with council rules. The project was completed in just
a single day to ensure minimal impact on both the
management and also the neighbouring businesses. 
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Loft Centre
With over twenty years’ experience and unrivalled technical
knowledge, Loft Centre continues to develop a comprehensive
range of ladders, stairs, spacesavers and spirals for both the 
domestic and commercial markets. Suppliers of Abru, Arke,
Columbus, Dimes, Dolle, Ramsay and Youngman products, Loft
Centre is well known for finding a solution that is right for you.
It thrives on the challenge of catering to the trickiest situations
and can normally give all technical help and advice free with the
help of a few measurements and drawings from you. 

Sofpave Limited
Sofpave Limited supplies sustainable and environmentally friendly
landscaping products that are manufactured from recycled plastics or
SBR rubber. Its products outperform those made from traditional
materials as they do not rot or require surface treatment, painting or
staining. With a wide variety of products, ranging from ground 
reinforcement, decking, fencing, block paving, planting beds and
outdoor furniture, Sofpave is able to support any project. Whether
your need is repair, replacement, upgrading or for new projects, 
Sofpave products will give you the results you desire.

Optima Systems
Optima, a leading UK partitioning specialist, has
launched two new Building Information Modelling
(BIM) objects – helping to make the specification of
the company’s partitioning systems even more accurate,
cost-effective and efficient. Having identified the key
role that manufacturers and designers will play in the
success of BIM, Optima has created BIM objects for
two of its products – Optima 117 Plus and Revolution
54. These BIM details will provide architects and 
specifiers with product data and information to help
create specifications that deliver better performance 
and improved accuracy.

enq. 121 enq. 122
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On The Level bespoke solutions   
On The Level is one of the only manufacturers
in the UK to produce bespoke solutions for con-
cealed wet floor shower trays in any size or shape.
The patented Birch ply underfloor shower
formers are easy to install and ideally suited for
special needs applications such as care homes,
hospitals and specially adapted domestic bath-

rooms. On The Level formers are BSI approved for a safe load of more than 60
stone (380kg) and their shallow depth of just 24mm allows them to fit flush into
most floor types. On The Level specialists are happy to explain the product and
give technical advice, on site if required, to devise solutions for specific projects.

01525 373202   www.onthelevel.co.uk

   

enq.124

Pentair introduces an industry first   
Electrical heat-tracing specialist, Pentair Thermal
Building Solutions, has launched the industry’s
first BIM (Building Information Modelling)
content for heat-tracing solutions. The comprehen-
sive suite of new tools includes BIM families and
the dynamic Raychem Trace-It Revit add-in for

winter safety applications and hot water maintenance. With this content, archi-
tects, engineers, contractors and building owners can easily incorporate heat-
tracing content into their building models to optimise efficiencies and
performance. Raychem Trace-It add-in enables users working in Autodesk Revit
to design, calculate and specify the company’s reliable, high quality heat-tracing
solutions directly and quickly within their BIM models.

�� �
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PLANNING

The largest new schemes proposed reveal the 
current diverse mix of retirement and care provision

...continued from page 15.

So far in 2014, demand for more traditional care home remains relatively strong
but dedicated housing geared specifically with the retired and elderly in mind is
becoming a more dominant trend. 
By Paul Graham, founder of Planning Pipe, provider of cost effective, bespoke

construction leads (www.  planningpipe.co.uk)

Extra-care apartments: 
Westcliffe in Staffordshire, 
submitted January 2014
The proposal for 140 extra care units
in Stoke on Trent which are an alterna-
tive to care home provision and serve
as more affordable local authority
housing for rent. Communal facilities
are more limited in line with its scale,
when compared to more dedicated
‘retirement villages’. This scheme sits
within an existing urban site in close
proximity to existing housing, shops
and transport.
Developer: Seddon Construction
Agent: PRP Architects

The care home: 
Broad Lane in the West Midlands,
submitted July 2014
One of the nearly 100 proposals for
traditional care homes, this proposal
for a 105-bedroom care home in
Coventry divides rooms into 10-15
resident clusters with the aim of bal-
ancing privacy and the principles of
group living.
Developer: St Matthews Healthcare
Agent: Carless & Adams Partnership
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BUILDING
PROJECTS

Two impressive, high-end hotels have been created 
in interesting but rather challenging sites in the heart
of London. 

On the South Bank and boasting breathtaking views over
the River Thames, the 359-room, transatlantic travel-themed
Mondrian London hotel is about to launch following a three-
year redevelopment of a complicated 1970s office block – Sea
Containers House.
In the West End, the Ham Yard Hotel development has seen

a luxurious boutique hotel with a retro-warehouse exterior and
a new public space breathe new life into to a long-neglected
and disconnected part of the capital’s vibrant Soho area.
Both use creative architecture and design to realise the full

potential of two very different places that, despite being situ-
ated in desirable areas, were not the easiest places to develop. 

Hotel on the Thames
When Morgans Hotel Group officially opens the Mondrian
London next month, guests will enjoy spectacular views over
the Thames and comfortable interiors with a transatlantic
liner designed by Design Research Studio under the creative
direction of Tom Dixon. 
The hotel’s premier rooms are on levels three, four and five

of the river-facing ‘north block’ with other rooms in the ‘south
block’ behind it. The remaining space in the north block is for
Ogilvy offices designed by architects TP Bennett, also respon-
sible for the shell of the building with its all-new glazing.
But the renovation and conversion inside was anything 

but straightforward for the team at EPR Architects that
designed the interior architecture. Associate Director Tom
Hupe explains why. “Ironically, it was originally designed as a
hotel and at first everybody thought this would make the job
easier – but that wasn’t the reality. 
“Back in the ‘70s the developers progressed as far as con-

structing the hotel shell but a downturn in market confidence
in the London hotel industry led to a re-evaluation of the
scheme and the building was redesigned as an office. Warren

The Mondrian London Hotel offers superb views over the River Thames from South Bank

Just the spot
Designing outstanding hotels for 
difficult to develop locations pays off,
writes Ray Philpott  

© Mondrian London

© Mondrian London
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BUILDING
PROJECTS

trusses were installed on the roof, from which the concrete
floor slabs were suspended, enabling the hotel internal walls to
be cut back to free up office floor space. This still left signifi-
cant remnants of the original hotel room shell in place.”

Working closely with the Design Research Studio interior
designers and main contractor Byrne Group, EPR’s role was to
redesign and modify existing internal architecture so that the
complex interior designs would work and ensure services could
get through.

Hupe says: “Essentially, we had to take their concept to a
detailed design level to shape the walls and other structural ele-
ments so the design could be realised. Such a complex and con-
voluted structure is hard to work in, with hanging Macalloy
bars and short walls and very many variations. As the building
was stripped out more issues and challenges were revealed that
had to be overcome.

“In a new hotel you might have up to 10 room types but

here, every room is of a different width and every bulkhead in
each room is a different size. Therefore our design has had to
accommodate those variations.”

Even the relatively uniform bathrooms, with exterior timber
panelling manufactured in Ireland, had to be custom-fitted
on-site by skilled carpenters to accommodate individual varia-
tions in each room.

Major structural works had to be put in to enable structural
fin walls to be taken out to create a large open space for the
river-view balcony suites overlooking the river. Elsewhere, the
columns at every party wall have been ‘lost’ within the design
and wall systems.

However, huge original columns on the ground floor had to
remain and have been covered by a bespoke cladding system or
metal and copper finishes to designs drawn by EPR to suit
each situation.

“Everyone recognised that good processes and communica-

‘Every room is 
of a different
width and every
bulkhead in
each room is a
different size’
Tom Hupe, associate director,
EPR Architects

Top: The interior of a large, 
attractive river-facing suite at
the Mondrian

Right: the stripped back 
original internal structure of
the 1970s office building, now
suites and bedrooms

© EPR Architects Ltd © EPR Architects Ltd

© Mondrian London
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‘The opportunity
to take this
building back 
to its original
function – to
realise the hotel
that never was –
has been
interesting and
rewarding’
Tom Hupe, associate director,
EPR Architects

tions were essential right from the start. So, we, Tom Dixon
and Byrne worked closely together with regular progress meet-
ings throughout – it’s been a good relationship,” says Hupe.

With the Thames Path running along the front of the hotel,
its entrance at the rear of the north block. The lobby features
a ‘ship’s hull’ design – an enormous, sweeping three-dimen-
sional sculpture clad in copper that forms the reception desk in
the double-height lobby before sweeping into the restaurant
overlooking the Thames.

“Incorporating this important feature into the space was a

particular challenge,” says Hupe. “We had to move existing
columns, rework existing walls and marry the new floor levels
with the Thames Path.” 

The building has an attractive glass and steel roof-top bar,
one of the few additions to the exterior, and features an agua
bathhouse and spa and 56-seat screening room in the basement
as well as 5,500 sq ft of meeting rooms and conference facilities.

Hupe says: “For us, the opportunity to take this building
back to its original function – to realise the hotel that never
was – has been interesting and rewarding.”

Grand designs: In the 
basement of the Mondrian is
a screening room (far left)
and bathhouse and spa
(above and left)

BUILDING
PROJECTS

© Mondrian London

© Mondrian London © Mondrian London
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An array of Schlüter-Systems products have played a major part in the transformation of one of
the Southbank’s most impressive buildings into a luxurious riverside hotel. Sea Containers
House was originally turned into office space, however, thanks to an investment from Morgan’s

Hotel Group the former offices became Mondrian Hotel London, with Schlüter-Systems products spec-
ified throughout its 360 guest rooms. 

Now open, the hotel has seen Schlüter’s innovative products being used within guest shower rooms,
with Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE, Schlüter®-QUADEC, Schlüter®-SCHIENE, and Schlüter®-DITRA all
used to create an attractive space, while providing the ultimate in protection.

Dave Honey, operations manager at Marmi Ltd, who undertook the installation work, commented
on how impressed he was by the Schlüter®-WETROOM range: “Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE is the ideal
solution for the hotel’s floor level showers, especially as it can suit a range of contemporary designs and
has the flexibility of having a range of lengths, connections and grate options. 

“The installation itself was straightforward, with no hassle or issues, with the Schlüter®-SCHIENE
threshold strips, along with the Schlüter®-QUADEC wall profiles, being used to complete an aesthetically
pleasing installation. 

“Throughout the whole process we were also very fortunate to receive great support from the Schlüter-
Systems technical team with DVD guides and support available throughout the installation.”

Iconic Thames landmark 
complemented by slick Schlüter style

Call Schlüter-Systems today
on 01530 813396 or visit
www.schluter.co.uk
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Making an entrance... 
...bespoke revolving doors

!rst impressions...
...nothing is more elegant than an 

attractive entrance

the experience...
...beautiful doors

0207-554-8757 
sales@bauporte.com
www.bauporte.com

www.schluter.co.uk
www.bauporte.com
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The Ham Yard Hotel is designed to resonate with the spirit
of Soho and (left) has created an attractive new public space 

So very Soho
Back in central London, Ham Yard had been an abandoned,
run-down three-quarter acre site close to Piccadilly Circus,
with limited public access. 
Sitting firmly in Westminster’s Soho conservation area, it

was quite literally Soho’s last WW2 bombsight, although it
remained home to a nightclub for many years and was partly
covered by a car park. However, various plans to develop the
site since the ‘70s had floundered due to complications around
land ownership and occupancy, which hampered site consoli-
dation and larger scale development in Soho generally.
Then, in 2009, forward-looking Firmdale Hotels, a business

that operates a number of high-end boutique hotels in the
West End, saw potential in the site and tasked architects
Woods Bagot to transform the forlorn site with a unique, 
eye-catching building.
The ambitious design comprises a 91-room hotel, 24 luxury

apartments, 13 retail units, a restaurant, bar, gym and spa, 190-
seat theatre and private event spaces – and even a four-lane,
1950s-style bowling alley.

The building features an outdoor roof terrace and kitchen
garden on level 4, creating an external events venue with
sweeping views over Soho.
Running over five floors, the 4,247 sq m of hotel accommo-

dation ranges from double rooms up to terrace suites of almost
150 sq m. On the southern side of the development attractive
two- and three-bedroom apartments are reached by two 
private lobby entrances.
Woods Bagot set this U-shaped design around a central,

landscaped courtyard with trees and a central bronze sculpture
by Turner Prize-winning artist Tony Cragg. It’s a modern
interpretation of an old Soho courtyard. © Will Pryce

© Will Pryce
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A plan view of the overall development (below) clearly shows the develop-
ment’s complex footprint and (right) views of the appealing courtyard area
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Innovative regeneration
Project Director Jonathan Leah says: “We see Ham Yard Hotel
as an innovative regeneration project that makes a significant
contribution to the public realm in this part of London. 

“The hotel creates a new, landscaped, public space carved
out of a previously derelict car park, adding new restaurants
and niche retail at ground level into the mixed-use, fine-grain
so typical of Soho.” 

A number of the retail units form an arcade from Denman
Street along the southern edge of the garden square to Great
Windmill Street, continuing the area’s tradition of specialist
independent retailers and boutiques. The development also
effectively opens up a pedestrian route from Piccadilly Circus
to Golden Square.

Leah adds: “By rebuilding the site’s former pedestrian links,
we’re helping to restore the network of short narrow streets
that are essential to Soho’s vibrant 24/7 economy.” 

The building’s exteriors incorporate Firmdale’s signature
floor-to-ceiling, steel-framed Crittall windows, giving the

© Will Pryce
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development the distinctive warehouse aesthetic traditionally
found in the Soho area. 

The main facades are pre-cast stone and yellow London-
stock brick. Reconstituted stone panels wrap around the
inside of the courtyard creating a variety of openings, 
setbacks and balconies. 

An elegant band of natural Portland Stone and
Staffordshire Blue brick forms a constant plinth detail around
the development. 

At Great Windmill Street the yellow stock brick turns 
the corner to form a series of shop units terminating in a 
four-storey, pre-cast stone facade. Honed and flamed black
granite frames ground-level openings, while the Denman
Street facade features Windsor multi-red bricks to match adja-
cent buildings. 

Further up, the building’s cornice line has been designed to
be in broad alignment with the surrounding buildings. The
elements above the cornice line have structural doors and glaz-

ing and vertical zinc panels that are stepped back to keep the
building in scale with its neighbours.

The hotel interiors have been designed by Firmdale’s Kit
Kemp and incorporate her signature bright and tactile style
seen in the company’s other hotels.

Naturally, such a tightly contained site did present some
access challenges during construction – particularly for the
larger items such as the 20-metre long, five-tonne structural
trusses for the basement theatre.

In terms of sustainability, the building has earned a
BREEAM Excellent rating achieved through features includ-
ing three combined heat and power units (CHPs), air source
heat pumps for heating and cooling, photovoltaic panels and a
green roof and roof terrace.

But it’s the attention to exterior detail, continuity and the
new public space that ensures the development neatly fits into
the Soho scene and is surely one of the reasons it’s been getting
rave reviews since its ‘soft opening’ this summer. 
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Mondrian London
Architect and lead 
designer: 
EPR Architects
Office and exterior 
architect: 
TP Bennett
Interior design: 
Design Research Studio
Main contractor: 
Byrne Group

Ham Yard Hotel
Architect: 
Woods Bagot
Interior Design:
Kit Kemp
Main contractor: 
Firmdale
Steelwork:
BS Steels

© Will Pryce

Ham Yard’s use of recessed Crittall windows helps
capture the area’s traditional warehouse aesthetic
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GEZE turns heads at the Nadler Soho Hotel   
What must be one of the most striking facades in the City
of Westminster has been created for a boutique hotel in
Soho by positioning a bespoke piece of modern art above
a stylish revolving door from GEZE UK. At ground level,
GEZE UK’s three leaf automatic TSA 325 NT revolving
door and two pass doors powered by EMD-F automatic
swing door operators have been installed to create a sophis-
ticated modern entrance. The attractive automatic TSA
325 NT revolving door is ideal for buildings such as hotels

that need to provide guests with an ‘always open’ entrance, but at the same time
need to ensure a pleasant and consistent climate within the building.

01543 443 000   www.geze.co.uk

�
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Panasonic launches intelligent control panel   
Panasonic has developed a new intelligent 
LCD remote control panel which integrates all
hotel devices, including Panasonic’s ECOi VRF
system. This new LCD panel from Panasonic is
meeting the demand from hoteliers for systems
which offer energy savings and also providing

hotel customers with control over the room environment. Panasonic’s remote
control integrates all key devices in a hotel room to ensure that visitors can operate
the various aspects from one panel. The remote control is able to integrate 
lighting, card reader, blinds, window contact, motion detector and air con-
ditioning. The LCD panel is easy to understand and hotel customers can alter
the settings for these different applications.  

   

enq.129

Protect A1 ‘third-generation’ roofing underlay
Protect’s, a subsidary of Building Product Design, leading ‘third-generation’ roofing underlay has been developed specifically
to overcome the disadvantages of the traditional Bitumen based Type 1F felts and second generation smooth plastic sheet
materials. Protect A1 can be used for all pitched roof constructions (tiled and slated). It is a twin-ply construction of polypropy-
lene non-woven spunbond layer and PP film giving it an excellent nail tear and tensile strength properties. It has an absorbent
undersurface which prevents condensation drip-off. The membrane is completely waterproof, UV and heat stable and can be
used as a temporary covering for up to three months before the permanent roof covering is laid. It’s easy to cut, clean, light to
handle and does not generate noise. The embossed dark grey upper surface reduces glare, takes chalk line marking and is unaf-
fected by temperature changes. Director of sales Craig Fyall comments: “Protect A1 is BM TRADA independently certified
for all applications having a wind uplift performance of 2.5kPA at 343mm batten spacing enabling unrestricted use in all expo-
sure conditions in the UK and Ireland. Our ‘third generation’ roofing underlay Protect A1 is available in three roll sizes 1.5m
x 30m (45m2) and 1.0m x 45m (45m2) and for smaller jobs 1m x 15m (15m2) to optimise convenience for the roofer.”

0161 905 5700   www.protectmembranes.com enq.130

Hidden benefits for hotel interiors   
Powermatic controlled, concealed door closers
from Samuel Heath are the designer’s preferred
choice when it comes to enhancing the appear-
ance, ambience and comfort of hotel interiors.
Fitting neatly between the door and frame,
Powermatic door closers are totally concealed

when the door is closed. This ensures that nothing interferes with the desired
appearance of the interior decorative scheme. It also creates a more homely, less
institutionalised, ambience within the room. These benefits have seen Powermatic
concealed door closers used by the world’s leading designers on impressive hotel
projects across the globe.

0121 766 4200   www.concealeddoorclosers.com
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Achieve best value, deliver client satisfaction   
Housing providers could achieve better value and
deliver greater client satisfaction, simply by adopt-
ing a ‘one stop shop’ approach to some adaptations.
Latest figures reveal that the average adaptation
costs over £5,000, but for less than half that, the
majority of those homes could be suitably adapted,
and the adaptation maintained, through the

approach offered by Clos-o-Mat. It is the only provider in the sector to offer in-
house service and maintenance in addition to installation and commissioning of
its equipment. And, as a result, it is finding more and more housing providers
choosing its equipment for the long-term savings and peace of mind.

0161 969 1199   www.clos-o-mat.com
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The UK’s first wholly private-financed council housing scheme, in the London 
Borough of Barking & Dagenham, has been designed to exploit the latest off-site
manufacturing techniques. Stephen Cousins reports

With cash-strapped councils across the UK strug-
gling to deliver enough social and affordable
housing, the London Borough of Barking &

Dagenham has shown how to build quality homes without
grant funding or cross-subsidy from the market housing, while
retaining long term ownership of the properties.
Working with a team including developer Explore

Investments, architects Allford Hall Monaghan Morris
(AHMM) and Pollard Thomas Edwards (PTE) and asset
management firm Long Harbour, the council has innovated a
new delivery model designed to create a total of 477 affordable
and social housing units for its most hard up residents using
only private investment.

The project comprises two schemes: William Street
Quarter, designed by AHMM and located close to Barking
town centre, provides 201 dwellings spread across two six-
storey concrete apartment blocks, that face each other across a
main pedestrianised street, a 10 storey residential tower and
several rows of pre-fabricated terraced housing. And the east-
ern end of Thames View Estate, designed by PTE and located
at the gateway to the Barking Riverside redevelopment, 
provides 276 units built in traditional brick and block, com-
prising 151 family homes, 35 duplex flats and 90 one- and
two-bedroom flats. The projects cost in total £75 million to
construct, split roughly equally between the two. 
While traditional methods were used to construct the
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homes at Thames View, around 71 per cent of William Street
Quarter was delivered using the innovative off-site construc-
tion technique Design for Manufacture and Assembly
(DfMA), developed by main contractor Laing O’Rourke to
speed up project delivery by around a third compared to a tra-
ditional build, and improve quality. The same system was used
to construct a large amount of Sir Richard Rogers’ iconic
Leadenhall Building, known as a the Cheesegrater, in the City
of London.
Although DfMA has previously been rolled out on several

projects, William Street Quarter is the first to include such an
extensive suite of products. The scheme’s three large ‘mansion’
apartment blocks include DfMA floor slabs, hollow rein-
forced concrete ‘TwinWall’ structural walls, and more than
1,000 timber ‘SmartWalls’, a panellised partition wall system
that is delivered to site pre-installed with cables and ductwork
and external plasterboard, then simply dropped into position
by crane simultaneous with the super-structure.
Architects AHMM worked with Laing O’Rourke from the

early design stages to incorporate the off-site system into its
design, explains project architect Christian Moore: “Our aim
was to develop something of a high quality for residents that

could also be delivered very quickly. The two mansion blocks
are designed to resemble stacked Georgian town houses, of
which there are several in the borough, with bands of horizon-
tal grooves cast into the concrete facades.”
The council’s plan to develop the two sites dates back to

2007 when a pilot project was set up under the Labour
Government’  s Local Housing Companies (LHC) initiative,
designed to help councils meet their housing targets. Barking
& Dagenham put in its land for free, matched by equal invest-
ment from a private developer to build the homes.
Two notorious 1950s-built high-rise housing estates stood

on the sites were demolished and cleared in 2007 and a new
masterplan was drawn up. However, the LHC initiative fell
through not long after and the pilot was terminated.
The Homes and Communities Agency subsequently

stepped in and funded construction of 31 three- and four-
bedroom homes on the Williams Street Quarter site, known
as Anne Mews, but the council was stumped as to how to 
fund the rest. The UK was still in the grips of a recession, the
private sector was showing little interest in housing develop-
ment and the value of the land on both sites had dropped 
off considerably.

BUILDING
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‘71 per cent of
William Street
Quarter was
delivered using
the innovative
off-site
construction
technique Design
for Manufacture
and Assembly
(DfMA)’
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An alternative vehicle for developing the sites eventually
came from Explore Investments, based on the idea of leverag-
ing funding from institutional investors with the council 
managing and renting the properties over a 60-year lease period. 
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An innovative financial/development model was
required to unlock the sites at William Street Quarter
and the eastern end of Thames View.

To make it happen, the London Borough of Barking
& Dagenham drafted in the expertise of developer
Explore Investments, a Laing O’Rourke company,
which was already a partner in the council’s Local
Education Partnership. 

Explore proposed a delivery model for affordable and
social housing based on the idea of seeking funding
from institutional investors, including large pension
funds, who had money available but were perhaps
nervous of banks or other forms of investment. 

By demonstrating the credit quality of the 
borough and putting together a detailed plan, it was
able to secure investment much cheaper than normal
bank finance.

Asset management firm Long Harbour pulled
together the funding package, which was agreed on the
basis that the council would manage and rent the
properties, through the separate company Barking &
Dagenham Reside, and pay it an annual sum equivalent
to the cost of borrowing the money, plus interest, over a
60-year lease period. At the end of the lease, full
ownership of the properties will be transferred back to
the council. 

Roughly three quarters of the properties across both
schemes will be rented out at 80 per cent of market rent,
the rest will be a mixture of homes for people in
employment at 60-65 per cent of market rent and
homes for social housing at 50 per cent of market rent. 

The arrangement is not without risk for the council,
which must ensure that the properties remain occupied
and deliver a sufficiently high rental income for the
duration of the lease to repay the investors. 

“The trouble is it is difficult to predict what might
happen in the housing market and looking at rented
property trends over last 50-60 years, rents have
fluctuated in relation to inflation,” says Jeremy Grint,
head of regeneration at Barking & Dagenham council.
“That is why we resolved to properly maintain the
properties to a good standard and they are located in
very accessible locations, increasing the likelihood we
will be able to rent them.”
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When viewed from outside, William Street Quarter’s con-
crete, 10-storey tower and two ‘mansion’ blocks are very 
angular and stark in appearance, a minimalist look that
resulted from the method of construction and AHMM’s
desire to show off the material’s innate properties. Explains
Moore: “Our design is a direct response to the concrete mate-
rial, so rather than play with colour it was more about playing
with the characteristics of the concrete in terms of sculpting 
it and creating light and shadow on the facades with the 
horizontal banding and patternation.” 
Thus the box-like shell is broken up by simple circular 

dimpled patterns cast into the walls and circular perforations
cut into balconies. Subtle colour variations have been intro-
duced in the form of green tinted window frames, and bal-
conies in shades of a yellowish grey. Landscaping is a major
emphasis, and trees planted along the boulevard between the
two smaller six-storey blocks ‘soften up’ the concrete and cre-
ate a colour contrast. 
Most of the DfMA elements, including the cladding, struc-

tural concrete columns, planks for the external walkways and
sections of ‘TwinWall’ structures, were fabricated at the
Explore Industrial Park in Steetley, Nottinghamshire. Laing
O’Rourke subsidiary Bison fabricated the hollowcore floor
slabs and staircases at its factory in Swadlincote, Derbyshire. 
The cladding panel assembly was particularly innovative.

Each panel is the width of one apartment and was delivered to
site pre-installed with windows and doors, both supplied by
NorDan, and architectural metal vent panels. External metal
and timber balconies, made by Delta Fabrication, were deliv-
ered separately, then clipped to the facade panels on the
ground prior to being lifted into position and bolted to the
concrete frame. 
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‘William Street Quarter’s concrete, 10-storey tower and two
‘mansion’ blocks are very angular and stark in appearance, a
minimalist look that resulted from the method of construction
and AHMM’s desire to show off the material’s innate properties’
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“That was a huge step forward in terms of safety and 
working at height as no scaffolding was required to install 
the facades on the mansion blocks or the tower. It also
improved speed of delivery and the quality of manufacture,”
says Moore. “We had to carry out a lot of R&D with EIP to
devise a system that is both aesthetically pleasing, cost effective
and easy to install.”
However, moving such a large amount of construction into

a factory environment required greater front loading in terms
of the design, he adds: “This kind of system has its opportuni-
ties, but also its challenges. To achieve the full potential you
have to have most of the design finalised early on as the margin
for alterations in the later stages of the build is very little.”

Innovative off-site techniques were also implemented by
Kingspan Potton to construct the terraced housing at William
Street Quarter, which is designed to resemble brick and block
construction, but is actually a timber structural insulated panel
system covered by a single outer layer of brick. The entire roof
structure of each home was assembled on the ground and
craned into position, which speeded up installation and lim-
ited the amount of working at height required. “It was a great
achievement to design something that doesn’t look pre-fab,
but actually is,” said Moore. It’s an engaging visual trick and
another example of how Barking & Dagenham council has
managed to bring the construction of council housing into the
21st century.

BUILDING
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Architects:Allford
Hall Monaghan Morris

Main contractor: 
Laing O'Rourke

Structural and civil 
engineers:Arup

Service engineers:
Arup

Planning consultant:
Savilles

CDM advsior:WSP

Landscape architects:
Plincke
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New car park brochure from Stirling Lloyd   
Stirling Lloyd has introduced a new 12 page
brochure outlining its comprehensive range of car
park waterproofing and surfacing solutions,
including some of its very latest application devel-
opments. Fully illustrated and with comprehen-
sive descriptions of the company’s various

waterproofing and wearing course, line marking, colour demarcation and anti-
skid systems, the new brochure underlines Stirling Lloyd’s extensive experience.
It also details Stirling Lloyd’s comprehensive technical support, free site surveys
and authorised contractor network, all of which ensure a highly professional
installation service throughout the car park sector.

01565 633111   www.stirlinglloyd.com
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Ancon updates its Wall Tie Selector app   
Ancon has updated its popular Cavity Wall Tie
Product Selector app to feature its extended range of
award-winning basalt-fibre TeploTies. Freely available
to download for both Apple and Android mobile
devices, the innovative app makes choosing the most
appropriate wall tie for any cavity wall construction
quick and easy, whether at home, on-site or in the

office. TeploTie is now available to suit cavity widths up to 450mm. The com-
posite wall ties comprise pultruded basalt fibres set in a resin matrix; a material
which offers a thermal conductivity of just 0.7W/mK. In 2012, TeploTie was
voted Best Innovation in Insulation at the prestigious Build It Awards. 

0114 2755224   www.ancon.co.uk
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ATAG Heating sponsors charity yacht race   
The 13th St Wilfrid’s Hospice ‘Nab’ Challenge,
sponsored by boiler distributors ATAG Heating
UK, is to be held on Saturday 6 September 2014
and the Inn-Shore Cruising Club, organisers of
this popular and unique event, will be aiming to
add to the magnificent amount of £162,000
already raised for this worthy charity. As always,

the organisers will be aiming to inspire and encourage as many competitors as
possible to take part in this year’s challenge and raise as much money as possible
for the Hospice. At the forefront of developing the latest heating technology for
a more sustainable future, ATAG Heating UK is proud to be supporting this
important charity event.

 

enq.135

Centaur’s formulation spurs rapid growth
A successful first year at liquid roofing specialist
Centaur Technologies has prompted the company to
rapidly expand its workforce and appoint a team of
experienced industry specialists. Centaur Technologies,
which was founded by Jeremy Gorick, the former man-
aging director of Liquid Plastics, and Phil Richardson,

the former marketing and technical director of Liquid Plastics, has recently
strengthened its technical and field sales team to provide a nationwide service to
the firm’s rapidly expanding customer base. Jeremy said: “We didn’t set out to the
biggest player in the industry but our ambition is to be the best. We’ve brought
together a team of some of the most talented people in the industry”.

01772 453107   www.centaurroofing.co.uk

�
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A&G announces two new appointments in Great Britain
A&G (Acheson and Glover), a leading manufacturer of premium hard landscaping and precast concrete products, has
announced two new appointments in Great Britain. Bev White (pictured top) has joined the company as regional sales
manager for Northern England and Susan Reid (pictured bottom) has been appointed to the newly created role of GB project
coordinator. Both Bev and Susan have extensive experience and proven track records in the industry. Bev White worked for
Aggregate Industries for 11 years in a variety of sales and management roles – including sales office manager for Charcon
Hard Landscaping – where she was responsible for managing a team of internal sales representatives and negotiating prices
for projects within Great Britain. Bev most recently held the position of business manager at City & Guilds. Susan Reid joins
the team at A&G from Aggregate Industries (Charcon Hard Landscaping) where she worked as a major project controller
on large projects in the UK from pricing to order stage. A&G Managing Director Stephen Acheson said: “We are delighted
to welcome Bev and Susan on board. Their appointments demonstrate the positive direction A&G is taking in becoming
better equipped to deliver first class solutions to our wide range of clients.”

0121 747 0202   www.acheson-glover.com enq.137

Survey shows importance of safety
Supermarkets, hospitals, stations and schools have all featured on a list of places Brits would consider suing should they take
a tumble while on the premises. A new survey by safety flooring experts Tarkett polled 1,000 people and ties in with the
expansion of the company’s popular Safetred range. Supermarkets were the top organisation that people would consider suing
should they suffer a slip, with 33 per cent of respondents agreeing. To help prevent slips Tarkett is expanding its industry
leading Safetred safety range to provide the market with a complete solution for floors and walls. There are two new collections;
Safetred Ion and Safetred Aqua. The Safetred Ion collection is available in Linen and Contrast. Linen is available in 14 colours
with a woven pattern effect designed to be more homely. Contrast is a decorative, three dimensional, multi flake effect safety
floor suitable for entrances and corridors and available in six colours. Tarkett’s Safetred Aqua range has an improved 
specification that includes specially designed top embossing, as well as aluminium oxide particles. It’s suitable for barefoot
and shod and for use in wet and dry areas, so is ideal for the leisure, healthcare, aged-care and hospitality industry. Both Aqua
and Ion are manufactured in the UK and coordinate with Tarkett’s range of impact resistant wall coverings and accessories. 

01622 854040   www.tarkett.co.uk enq.138
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Eurobond Laminates Europanel F5 wall panel system is
featured in the Harbourside’s £6.3 million R&D 
Village development in Port Talbot that has won the

top Regeneration Award at the RICS
Wales Awards ceremony in Cardiff.
This award celebrates the most inspira-
tional regional initiatives and develop-
ments in land, property, construction
and the environment.
The three two-storey BREEAM

Excellent buildings total 42,000 sq ft
and were designed by Cardiff-based,
Rio Architects. The buildings are 
primarily devised to accommodate companies operating 
within the manufacturing, engineering and material sectors,
sharing a state of the art complex to help pioneer research 

and development. 
The Europanel F5 panel system specified is 200mm thick

and finished with TATA Colorcoat Prisma in black and mellow
yellow. This combination delivers a
striking visual impact and individuality
to the design. 
The buildings were developed by

Deryn Properties, in conjunction with
main contractor Sir Robert McAlpine,
with Severn Insulation responsible 
for installing the Europanel F5 wall
cladding system. The design team
included NYTC Consult Ltd, CD

Gray Associates and Hoare Lea. The project was part financed
by the Welsh Government via the European Regional
Development Fund and Principality Commercial.

‘This
combination
delivers a
striking visual
impact and
individuality to
the design’

Europanel features in award winning
‘state of the art’ R&D complex

Call Eurobond today on 02920 776677 or visit www.eurobond.co.uk
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GEZE UK appointment makes specifying easier   
GEZE UK has strengthened its specification team with the
appointment of Richard Richardson-Derry. Richard, who
has 20-years’ experience in the construction industry, joins
GEZE UK as specification manager for the Midlands and
North region. He will be responsible for providing the
company’s clients with specification and technical support
across its entire product range. Prior to joining GEZE,
Richard worked with architects and building contractors on

many notable projects. As well as providing specification support, Richard will
deliver GEZE UK’s comprehensive RIBA approved CPD seminar programme
to architects in the Midland and North regions.

01543 443 000   www.geze.co.uk
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Mapei UK proves hard work drives success   
Mapei UK Ltd is proud to have been awarded
re-certification of ISO 14001:2004 and the
continuation of OHSAS 18001:2007 and ISO
9001:2008 following a second year combined

audit of its integrated management system (IMS). The integrated management
system has been an instrumental tool in the continuous drive to constantly
improve, enhance and accelerate Mapei UK’s performance across all areas of the
business, supporting a real holistic approach, which was visible to the external
auditors. The audit highlighted several key strengths that were comparable to the
commitment of the company, including strength in the introduction of new prod-
ucts. This achievement has been a result of absolute business commitment.

0121 508 6970   www.mapei.co.uk
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More than a door    
The two great brands of Leaderflush Shapland and
Laidlaw Ironmongery have been brought together to
create a new company delivering one great solution.
After extensive research with its customers across the
industry, the two brands have united to deliver efficien-

cies across the business, ensuring a better service and a spectrum of products to
suit all sectors, applications and project types. The plan involves substantial invest-
ment in manufacturing and process. Leaderflush Shapland Laidlaw manufactures
performance doorsets and supplies architectural ironmongery and is a leading
partner providing performance doorsets for the health, education, leisure and
commercial sectors. The changes will bring improvements in service and delivery. 

01773 530 500   www.leaderflushshapland.co.uk

�� �
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Premier Interlink (Waco UK Ltd) hit milestone   
Premier Interlink (Waco UK Ltd) is a leading
modular building manufacturer in the UK, with more
than 55 years’ experience in off-site construction – a
proven, high quality method of construction in the
defence sector. Working with Lend Lease, the inte-
grated property and infrastructure group, Premier

Interlink has achieved a milestone with 50 per cent of Beacon Barracks manufac-
tured this week. The high volumetric approach of offsite construction as 
practiced by Premier Interlink is perfectly suited to this type of project. The pro-
duction facilities available offer real benefits to the manufacturing programme,
with the option to operate multi shifts to meet programme requirements.

0800 316 0888   www.waco.co.uk
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A guide to selecting structural thermal breaks   
Manufactured structural thermal breaks are
designed to meet a number of criteria and there
are many factors to be considered if reliable 
performance is to be optimised and maintained
over a long period of time. Minimising thermal
bridges in the building envelope between the
interior and exterior structures, also transfer-
ring load and maintaining full structural
integrity are just a few. Schöck has produced
some useful ‘Guidelines’ to help with the 
selection and use of structural thermal breaks. 

01865 290 890   www.schoeck.co.uk

�
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Aico appoints three regional managers   
Aico, a market leader in domestic Fire and Carbon
Monoxide (CO) protection products, has appointed
three new regional specification managers (RSMs) as
part of its growth strategy. Two new RSM posts have
been created by Aico in response to customer demand.
These are the South East covered by Guy Merrick and
the East of England covered by Tim Martins. The
remaining RSM appointment is Barry Mather who has
taken over the North of England from the long standing

Mike Tarrant, who has retired after 13 years working for Aico. The newly created
RSM posts allow for greater coverage in these areas which had previously been
incorporated into wider geographical regions.
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TTA adds member services with new HQ
The Tile Association is boosting the services it is able to offer to its members with the opening this month of a prestigious
new HQ building in Stone, Staffordshire. Located in the heartland of the potteries, near where most of the ceramics industry
is based, the new 4,000 sq ft facility is easily accessible to the majority of TTA member companies. TTA chairman Ian Kershaw,
who has an office in the building, says: “This is a great new resource for our members, where we are combining the running
of the secretariat in the same building as a suite of products and services which we believe will be of use to our members. 
In the future we will develop a full tile training and testing area for use by members, as well as a technical library, including
tiling standards and associated information. For the first time this enables us to open up our HQ building for trade events,
technical seminars, conferences and other activities for members. I think this shows once again how the TTA is moving up a
gear in 2014 and thinking creatively about new member services, adding increased value to TTA membership.” Upcoming
innovations from the TTA include a new website and it is also expected that the TTA Awards 2015 will be launched in the
next month. The Mount is conveniently situated just ten minutes from the M6.

info@tiles.org.uk   www.tiles.org.uk enq.146
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Award winning TECTUS Outstanding TRITECH

TECTUS fully concealed high 
quality, maintenance free 3D 
hinge for door weights up to 
300kg with fire tested, power 
transfer and offset versions all 
in a wide range of finishes.

TRITECH solid brass, high 
performance CE marked, concealed 
bearing hinge with weight carrying 
capacity to 160kg available with 
7 designer finials and in various 
finishes including PVD.

HINGE TECHNOLOGY
t: 0121 522 2848

e: sales@simonswerk.co.uk 

www.simonswerk.co.uk

Visit stand E 19 Earls Court 17-20th Sept.

Saracen boosts forward order book   
Saracen Interiors has announced that it has
completed almost 75 per cent of its forward
order book, covering the remainder of 2014,
thanks to new business generated by its
Yorkshire office in Wetherby as well as business
from existing clients who are making use of the
leading office interiors specialist’s extended
service offering. The Wetherby office opened

its doors earlier this year to accommodate the management of a series of projects
in Leeds, York, Derby and Peterborough. Since then, the company has developed
further business opportunities in the Yorkshire area and is now in the process of
developing its team to meet this requirement.

�� �� �
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Norbord helps schoolchildren build house   
Most school ‘make-and-do’ projects are conceived on
a modest scale and often end up on display in the main
foyer. But at Burlington Danes Academy in White
City, north London, there is a more ambitious project.
They are building a house. While the project is
designed to be largely self-financing, several suppliers
including Norbord have agreed to supply materials
and services free of charge. Norbord’s contribution is

around £1,000 worth of its SterlingOSB oriented strand board. Made at the firm’s
Inverness factory from home-grown wood fibre, SterlingOSB is renowned for its
strength, durability, low environmental impact and versatility.

01786 812 921   www.norbord.co.uk

�
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Trimform appoints new area sales manager   
Metal fabrications specialist Trimform has appointed
vastly experienced senior technical sales professional
Chris Haycock as area sales manager covering the
central south-east of England and East Anglia.
Trimform manufactures a complete range of flash-
ings, gutters and rainwater systems, in various mate-
rials and colours, for the construction industry

nationwide. In his new role, Chris will perform tasks including identifying
prospects and developing sales strategies before approaching potential customers,
clinching sales and helping buyers and specifiers through the purchasing process.
He will report to Trimform general manager Rob Morris. Chris has been in tech-
nical sales throughout his 35-year career. enq.150

JIS Europe at 100% Design 2014   
JIS Europe will be displaying its extensive range of
stainless steel heated towel rails including the new
Steyning range sizes at the 100% Design exhibition
at Earls Court from 17 - 20 September on Stand K20.
JIS Europe’s Sussex range is available in polished or
brushed satin finishes. All towel rails are manufac-
tured to exacting standards and JIS Europe offers an
extended range of sizes with new models to choose
from. All the models are guaranteed for 25 years. 

For further information on JIS Europe or any of its products, contact via tele-
phone or visit the company’s website.

01444 831200   www.sussexrange.co.uk
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70-72 Richmond Road, Twickenham TW1 3BE   Tel: 020 8892 1488

info@marblehill.co.uk   www.marblehill.co.uk 

BALANCED fLUE fIRES - NO CHIMNEY REQUIRED

HORIZON XXL-3. WITH CERAMIC BLACK MIRROR INTERIOR.
2-12 KW - 85% EFFICIENT

enq.152Stand L256Stand K20

www.saraceninteriors.com
www.simonswerk.co.uk
www.trimformfabs.co.uk
www.marblehill.co.uk


Precast range

9 Baker Street  W1U 3AH

0121 753 0777  |  sales@solusceramics.com  

www.solusceramics.com
STAND E50

100% 
Design
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As the driving force of creativity and commerce during London
Design Festival, 100% Design will return this September (17-20),
celebrating its 20th anniversary

100% Design celebrates its
20th edition with an opening
by Philippe Starck

The ConverTable Desk
from the Studybed
Company transforms the
use of office space in a new
exciting way. A busy desk
with integrated screen and
monitor fixing can switch
to an uncluttered table
surface in just three
seconds, because nothing
needs to be removed.
Adjoined units can create a
combined flexible work-
space and conference room.
Please visit stand O16.

Leading architectural
Ironmongery manufacturer
SIMONSWERK will
again be exhibiting at
100% Design, showcasing
the latest developments in
hinge technology. For
iconic design and precise
engineered functionality,
visit stand E19 in the Eco,
Design & Build section to
see their extensive range of
fully concealed TECTUS
and solid brass TRITECH
hinge systems.

International creator Philippe Starck will open the show
on 17 September, to coincide with the unveiling of
Flexible Architecture, his new ceramic tile collection for

Ceramica Sant’Agostino on Capitol Designer Studio’s stand.
This special edition, staged over 22,000 sq m within Earls
Court London, will mark the show’s last appearance at this
iconic venue before moving to Olympia London in 2015.

As the biggest design event in the UK, 100% Design is
always known for its leading position in commissioning
thought-provoking editorial content to question, inform and
invigorate the design community. Since the show was first
staged in a tent off King’s Road (London) in 1995, it has gone
on to become the benchmark event for promoting design
excellence and creativity, both within and outside the UK.

Promising innovative content to reflect the key influences
which have made London a global design capital, the 20th
edition of 100% Design is set to celebrate the show’s overall
contribution to the rise of British design in the last two
decades, while reinforcing the importance, longevity and
future of the show.

100% Design 2014 will comprise four key industry sections –
Interiors, Kitchens & Bathrooms, Workplace and Eco, Design
& Build. The show has also commissioned a group of outstand-
ing creative teams – led by show designers Thomas.Matthews –
to produce thought-provoking installations for the sections’
central hubs, offering challenging and interactive content. 

Interiors
Showing for the first time in the Interiors section, Heal’s will
launch the 2014 edition of its Heal’s Discovers collection at
100% Design, while Swiss design maverick Vitra will present
a variety of new products from its Home Collection 2014,
which includes fresh, contemporary designs by Edward Barber,
Jay Osgerby and Jasper Morrison. 

Kitchen & Bathroom
In the Kitchen & Bathroom section, kitchen specialist Piqu
will launch a new furniture collection, Vinculum, and
Poggenpohl will bring its P’7350 kitchen to the UK for the
first time. LG Hausys’ HI-MACS® will return to the show, pre-
senting its futuristic kitchen island, The Sky is the Limit,
designed by Xavier Bonte.

German bathroom manufacturer Keramag Design will also
return with its new range of super slim shower trays and a slim-
line cistern unit, and Italian bathroom specialist Zucchetti.Kos
will exhibit at the show with its Agorà collection designed by
architects Ludovica and Roberto Palomba. 

Workplace
100% Design is the only event during London Design Festival
that will have a section dedicated to design innovation within
the working environment. Specialising in ergonomically
designed office chairs, Bestuhl UK will launch its new J2 and
Jcon range of seating exclusively in the Workplace section at
100% Design. Dutch contract furniture specialist Casala will
showcase Monolink, the company’s first chair that allows for
both linking and stacking. 

Marble Hill Fireplaces
are the major distributors
for Bellfires. Bellfires’
extensive range of stylish
balanced flue fires offer
between 72-85 per cent
efficiency ranging in heat
output from 2-10 kw. 
They do not require a 
conventional chimney and
offer endless design 
opportunities.
Please visit their stand at
100% Design L256.

Look out for

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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STUNNING
NEW 
LONDON 
SHOWROOM
NOW OPEN

| By Canal Engineering Limited
Tel: +44 (0)115 986 6321  www.canal.eu.com

  Clerkenwell Architectural Showroom
  11-12 Great Sutton St. London
  EC1V 0BX

  100% Design Exhibition   Stand E7

British engineered stairs and balustrade for 
residential and commercial environments 
now presented in our new London 
showroom located in the heart of 
Clerkenwell. Visit us today.

enq.158

Woodwood Group will be exhibiting at  
this year’s 100%design Show, London

Whether it is bespoke 
fixtures for cloakrooms 
or innovative digitally 
printed, interior 
architectural systems to 
transform the retail or 
office space, Woodwood 
Group has a strong 
track record of helping 
their business and public 
sector clients solve their 
technical challenges.

Not able to wait until September to see them? Call Woodwood Group 
now on 01376 502 131 or email sales@woodwoodgroup.com.

17 - 20 September 2014 
Earls Court London Workplace, Stand 07

 Solving your technical challenges 
tel:  01376 502 131

www.woodwoodgroup.com

LAUNCH ALL NEW 
WEBSITE FOR 2014

adf
architectsdatafile

www.architectsdata�le.co.uk

In-print magazine  •  Digital magazine
Newsletter  •  Daily digests

REGISTER ONLINE FOR...

www.canalengineering.co.uk
www.woodwoodgroup.com


Eco, Design & Build
At 100% Design 2014, a range of eco specialist brands will
make their first appearance in the Eco, Design & Build section.
Holland-based Mobilane will unveil its new electricity-free
living wall, LivePanel 2.0 at the show, while Mykon – special-
ising in architectural panels and surface solutions in the UK –
will exhibit its new Blade table by Alexander Purcell
Rodrigues, which has been created utilising aluminium 
honeycomb and newly developed fabrication techniques. 

Emerging Brands
100% Design continues to offer a global platform for young
designers from around the world to showcase their talent, and
this year’s show is no exception with a carefully curated selec-
tion of new design companies exhibiting in the Emerging
Brands section. 
A newly-launched Paris-based company MASAM will

present a new collection that uses folding and unfolding tech-
niques to experiment with new materials; these range from
combining translucent alabaster with Japanese paper, to
mixing fine leathers with wood and brass. Meanwhile,
Denmark-based Korridor Design will showcase a series of 
candleholders that are cast using pigmented cement, meaning
that each one of them will have its own unique surface. 

International Pavilions
100% Design will return once again with its International
Pavilions, occupying 3,000 sq m of space within Earls Court 1
and bringing together some of the best creative talent from
around the world. Argentina, Estonia, Italy, China, Kuwait
and Pakistan are among some of the confirmed design regions
taking part.

Talks with 100% Design
Integral to the show, this year’s Talks with 100% Design boasts
a star-studded line-up of international speakers, offering a live
platform for an exhilarating series of talks and debates. 
Curated by Claire Barrett, previously editor of Grand

Designs magazine and launch programme director for Inside
Festival, the talks programme will cover a wide range of 
on-trend subject areas and issues, including headline talks 
from some of the world’s best designers and architects – from
Jaime Hayon and Nina Tolstrup, to Ross Lovegrove, Maxim
Velcovsky and Eric Klarenbeek. 
The show auditorium, home to Talks with 100% Design,

will be designed by long-time exhibitors and London-based
design duo El Ultimo Grito.

Whether you need
bespoke fixtures for 
cloakrooms or innovative
digital printed, interior
architectural systems to
transform your retail or
office space, challenge
Woodwood Group to
solve your technical 
challenges. Visit Stand 07.

Prepared to be amazed by
the array of new products
from OE Electrics at
100% Design this year.
With its TUF Charge (fast
USB charger) flying off the
shelves and a new pull-up
unit specially designed for
kitchens, OE are sure to
impress with its innovative
ideas for sharing power.
See OE Electrics on 
Stand O150 in the 
workplace section.

CANAL has a new London
showroom in the heart of
Clerkenwell displaying its
latest innovations in 
staircases and balustrades.
CANAL is located at 11-12
Great Sutton Street,
London, EC1V 0BX, and
there is no need for an
appointment. Visit
CANAL at 100% Design,
Stand E7 for residential
and commercial projects
and to discuss your
bespoke requirements.

Look out for

100% Design runs for four days at
Earls Court from 17 - 20 September

Get your ticket now by registering at
www.100percentdesign.co.uk
Check out the Twitter page for 
100% Design @designlondon

Johanna Tammasalu’s Solid Spin Lamps exhibited 
in the Estonian International Pavilion

A table and chair designed by Jakob Gomez Studio,
to be found in the Emerging Brands section

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Mapei’s 100% Design gallery   
Mapei is showcasing a variety of stunning decorative wall
and floor finishes at 100% Design taking place in Earls
Court, London. Products on show will include marble-
effect and UV-resistant paints, as well as on-trend
coloured grouts, and tactile oil treatments for wood floor-
ing. The contemporary, gallery themed stand will display
internal and external wall products including decorative,
marble-effect plaster finish, Silexcolor Marmorino, and

Silancolor AC water-repellent UV-resistant paint, which gives a smooth, 
matt-look finish indoors and outdoors. In addition, a new range of low-voc con-
temporary coloured grouts – Keracolor Flex – will also be launched at the event.

0121 508 6970   www.mapei.co.uk

   

enq.163

Signbox at 100% Design, Stand 0260   
At 100% Design 2014, architectural signs 
specialist Signboxwill be showcasing workplace
signage and graphic solutions that enable 
interior designers and brand specialists to create
functionary and appealing working environ-
ments. One popular sign application is
StepJockey, a near field communication (NFC)

enabled solution that helps businesses to rate their stairs for calorie burning
employees to engage with the initiative via their smartphone. Also on show will
be AskCody®, a modular digital concept for large buildings where wayfinding and
efficiency is important. 

01784 438688   www.signbox.co.uk
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Stand E211

Stand O260

www.studybed.co.uk
www.office-electrics.com


bathrooms, washrooms, kitchens & catering
supplementadf August 2014

The NEW Sanicubic XL lifting station is ideal
for large volume commercial applications
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See page 43 for more details

www.saniflo.co.uk


...love TopOil

Wooden worktops...

>   Resistant to common stains:  
wine; beer; drinks and fruit juice.

>  Will not crack, peel or blister.

>   Highest coverage of any oil  
on the market.

The Ultimate protection  
for your wooden worktop

Call or visit 
the web for 
stockists.

+44 (0)1296 481 220
www.osmouk.com

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Tel: +44 (0) 113 286 6686

sales@sycamorelightingltd.co.uk

www.sycamorelightingltd.co.uk

Illuminating  
products...

The Sirius Collection by Sycamore Lighting.

A unique range of LED Lighting for the kitchen, which features a diffused cover for 

a smooth appearance, and no visible LED points. The newest additions are our LED 

illuminated shelves, available in three different styles and all with natural white LED.      

MODULAR SHOWERING SOLUTIONS
l 30 YEARS OF INNOVATION
l ISO 9001 ACCREDITED
l LEAK PROOF
l EXTREMELY DURABLE
l HYGIENIC
l EASILY INSTALLED
l YEAR GUARANTEE

Telephone 01423 771645 Email admin@taplanes.co.uk www.taplanes.co.uk

RTAPLANES
S H O W E R I N G S O L U T I O N S

Many other standard and
bespoke design variations
are available

enq.302 enq.303

www.taplanes.co.uk
www.sycamorelightingltd.co.uk
www.osmouk.com
www.shawsofdarwen.com
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The Sanicubic XL from
Saniflo has a large 120 litre
tank capacity and can take
waste water from multiple
appliances at any one time in
situations where traditional
drainage doesn’t allow, is too
difficult to access or too 
expensive to install. Based on
the proven Sanicubic range, 
the XL is the first pump in the
Saniflo range to use Vortex
technology. The unit can
handle a huge 40m³ of waste
per hour via two 2kW pumps
and is incredibly easy to install.

  

Taplanes Ltd provide pre-
fabricated solutions to a variety
of end users throughout the
UK and Ireland. Taplanes pre-
formed shower enclosures over-
come the inherent problems
associated with conventional
bathroom areas. Durability and
speed of installation, together
with a guaranteed ‘leak proof ’
construction, ensures Taplanes
are the preferred choice within
the accommodation sector. 
All Taplanes products are fully
recyclable and come with a 
25 year guarantee as standard.

        

Sycamore Lighting can offer
many types of lighting control
systems. Its dedicated technical
and design team have under-
gone extensive training in the
application of Rako Lighting
Control systems and can offer
advice on single room controls
through to managing a whole
house project. Control via an
iPad, iPhone, tablet or Android
device is also possible through
Sycamore’s intuitive apps.
Sycamore has also recently
introduced an innovative four
zone dimming remote system.

         

Spillages and abrasions are a
common problem in kitchens
and result in an unappealing
work surface. Eco-friendly
wood and finishes expert,
Osmo UK, offers TopOil, an
interior wood finishing treat-
ment which is designed to keep
wooden kitchen work-tops as
beautiful as the day they were
installed. Made with natural
plant oils and waxes, Osmo
TopOil accentuates wood’s nat-
ural beauty and leaves a flawless
finish which is water-repellent
and resistant to substances that
usually stain.

       

enq.301 enq.302 enq.303 enq.304
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DECORATIVE SOLUTIONS

GLAZING SOLUTIONS

WORKWEAR & 
FINISHING SOLUTIONS

ROOFLINE SOLUTIONS

DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS

SILICONES &
SEALANTS

www.saniflo.co.uk
www.taplanes.co.uk
www.sycamorelightingltd.co.uk
www.osmouk.com
www.nationalplastics.co.uk
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Mereway Kitchens has added a
range of media furniture to the
contemporary Cucina Colore
collection that provides an
ideal solution for the modern
home where the kitchen is also
a living area. The Cucina
Colore media furniture coordi-
nates beautifully with kitchen
furniture and stores not just the
TV but all the other hardware,
cable and wiring that comes
with a multimedia centre. 
It is a complete versatile 
storage solution that can be
personalised for every home.

        

Hurlingham’s quest is to create
a distinctive collection of 
original and classic reproduc-
tion free-standing baths, while
offering individual refinements
to add something truly
momentous to the bathroom.
From bespoke genuine leather
to hand-gilded metal leaf
embellishments, Hurlingham
can tailor your bath to your
wishes. With a range of finishes
including hand polished and
3,200 paint colours, the possi-
bilities are endless. All baths are
hand finished in the UK.

� �� �� �� �
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Cold stores key to Leicester’s new city food hall   
ISD Direct, a leader in bespoke and off-the-peg
walk-in cold and freezer rooms, has completed
new chill and freezer room facilities supporting
eight artisanal food stalls at Leicester’s brand new
city centre food hall, the first phase of an overall
£9.2 million redevelopment of Leicester city

market, due for completion in 2015. Working jointly with specialist contractor
Phoenix Retail Services, the cold storage rooms have been designed by ISD Direct
to provide highly efficient, easy to clean and easily accessed cold storage for stall
holders selling a range of local and regional products, including fish and seafood,
fresh meat, poultry and game, to specialist cheese and delicatessen products.

01452 520 649   www.isd-modularcoldrooms.co.uk

       

Multikwik takes a shine to new chrome range   
With the trend for sleek modern bathrooms
showing no signs of slowing, Multikwik has
launched a range of chrome-plated, lightweight,
easy-to-use compression fittings that will make
fitting chrome-look systems a piece of cake and help
installers out of any installation tight-spot.

Multikwik chrome compression waste fittings can be used with any pipe material
and come in 32mm and 40mm sizes, so they are ideal for projects or installations
where the existing pipework is not known in advance. The new Multikwik
chrome range complements the stunning chrome bottle trap for use on basins in
bathrooms, cloakrooms and washrooms.

01622 852654   www.multikwik.com

enq.307
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New MX electric shower range takes off   
MX Group’s new ‘QI’ electric shower range – a ‘quick
installation’ range of electric showers that sets new
standards for simple installation – has been warmly 
welcomed by specifiers and installers alike. 

Featuring eight entry points for water and electric, these
showers are the simplest shower installation available.
The QI range is ideal for new build or retrofit oppor-
tunities. For more information, contact MX Group
directly on the phone number below or visit the
company’s website. 

01684 293311   www.mx-group.com

Maxwood washrooms make smart work   
Smart new washrooms, superbly styled and manufac-
tured by Maxwood, are part of the refurbishment of
a landmark office building in London. Outdated
washrooms at 30 Gresham Street, the London
branch of a leading German bank, have been replaced
with elegant flush-fronted cubicles, custom-made

from Maxwood’s Marante system. Cubicles are complemented by new vanity
units in sparkling white quartz and glass panelling, bonded to existing tiled walls
for a sleek, modern finish. In addition, Maxwood refurbished several shower areas,
provided for the convenience of employees who cycle to work. As part of a com-
plete supply and fit package, Maxwood’s installation teams also undertook all
washroom plumbing and worked quickly and efficiently.

 

enq.309 enq.310

RENOLIT’s 2014 Highlights Collection launched
Almost 60 new stock range additions together with 20 recent 2013 décor introductions are now showcased in the 2014
RENOLIT Highlights Collection binder. This year three main areas of focus are prominent. Orleans is a uniform oak with
linear detail. As oak remains prevalent, this version will undoubtedly be popular. It features a uniformly coloured vertical
design with gentle cathedrals and pale wood stroke undertones which are emphasized by the structured Veralinga emboss.
Available in two colour ways, mid-dark mushroom-brown Oceanic A and lighter beige-grey of Oceanic B. Three levels of
matt surfaces are now offered by RENOLIT; satin, supermatt and tactile suedette matt. Satin has a shimmering matt surface
that conveys an unmistakable silky luster which simply entices you to touch it. Supermatt has a smooth surface while Suedette
Matt has a velvety textured finish which unites a great combination of both aesthetics and performance. An astounding 
spectrum of twenty-six new colours are introduced including new neutrals, light and dark greys, deep reds and on trend yellows
and blue-greens, extending the high gloss offer to thirty-eight in total. The Highlights Collection showcases the newest designs
in the global 3D stock range which totals an extensive 234 RENOLIT COVAREN and RENOLIT ALKOREN decors.

01670 718122   www.renolit.com/design enq.311

www.merewaykitchens.co.uk
www.hurlinghambaths.co.uk
www.maxwoodwashrooms.com
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Shaws of Darwen has an 
extensive range of sinks plus a
vast experience in providing
heavy duty white glazed 
commercial fireclay. Fireclay is
a traditional robust material
which can be used in many
areas and is designed to with-
stand heavy use. Products
within the range include heavy-
weight Butler sinks, eight sizes
of Belfast sinks, four differing
sizes of laboratory sinks, 
practical floor or wall mounted
cleaners sinks with stainless
steel bucket gratings, plus more.

        

Grant Westfield Ltd is proud
to announce the launch of
washwall; the modular, service
integrated vanity solution.
washwall eliminates the need to
specify and fit sanitaryware,
brassware, mirrors, wall panel
systems, and electrics individu-
ally and replaces it with one
unique, modular system which
integrates all of these. Based on
four main types of washwall,
these findings have been 
amalgamated to provide over
100 standard configurations,
spanning four user heights.

        

All SanTRAL® classic stainless
steel products from OPHARDT
hygiene are standard-equipped
with a durable Anti-Fingerprint-
Coating (AFP). AFP ensures a
noticeable reduction of visible
fingerprints during use. It 
sustainably simplifies cleaning
and care, which saves time and
costs. In contrast to nano-based 
coatings, the SanTRAL® Anti-
Fingerprint-Coating is resistant
against standard cleaning agents
and AFP-equipped dispensers
always look clean, thus motivat-
ing people to wash their hands.

        

Whatever the building,
Dolphin – owned by Bell-
Chem Products – Velocity
high speed hand dryers don’t
just add the finishing touch to a
seamless washroom experience,
they can also help save on
energy costs. Compared to 
conventional hand dryers,
Dolphin high speed hand
dryers save 70 per cent or more
on energy costs, with the Eco
Dryer achieving a saving of
more than 80 per cent. The
range includes a model to suit
all washroom applications.
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Assisted bathing. Solved.

0800 988 4237 
info@gainsboroughbaths.com    www.gainsboroughbaths.com

For almost 30 years, Gainsborough Specialist Bathing has diligently 
designed, installed and supported Europe’s leading range of specialist 
assistive baths for all care environments. With an understanding for 
architect, designer and specifier needs, Gainsborough hi-lo powered 
baths deliver exceptional quality, comfort and safety for both users 
and care providers.

Delivering a duty of care through design.

Specialist assistive baths for all healthcare developments

ASSISTED BATHS         

PATIENT HOISTS        

 SHOWERING  
SOLUTIONS

Quote: ADF0814 

MALVERN

www.shawsofdarwen.com
www.grantwestfield.co.uk
www.ophardt.com
www.bell-chem.co.uk
www.gainsboroughbaths.com
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Biofilm formation in domestic
water systems is unavoidable yet
can be effectively managed, says
Horne. Scientists have shown
that approximately 95 per cent
of a water system’s total biomass
is attached to its walls. The
practical approach to reducing
biofilm is through high velocity
flushing: upsetting the flow
equilibrium, shear forces slough
off excess biofilm which is 
then carried away to drain. 
A flushing facility is integral to
the Optitherm Thermostatic
tap design.

       

Carron has the largest range 
of reproduction cast iron 
radiators in the UK, to suit 
all needs and requirements.
Hand built in its UK workshop
by Carron’s skilled technicians,
they cover all manner of
periods and influences from the
vintage and elegant Victorian
series to Art Nouveau inspired
styles, with sweeping curves
and classic French feel. Also
available is Carron’s splendid
range of towel rails in a 
selection of finishes and styles
to complement its radiators.

       

Gainsborough Specialist
Bathing has recently installed a
range of hi-lo baths and ceiling
track hoist systems at a 
prestigious new residential care
home project in Hampshire.
Working closely with the main 
contractor, Gainsborough was
able to overcome a number of
complex build challenges and
used its unique Aspect™ 
bathroom 3D design software
to ensure the rooms were
designed appropriately in terms
of ergonomics, wheelchair
access and user safety.

         

Sensazone, from water manage-
ment experts Cistermiser, is a
low-cost, highly effective
system which uses infrared
sensors to control energy
output, water supply, lighting
and ventilation within any
commercial washroom, while
maintaining safe, hygienic
washroom environments. It has
been designed to be quick and
easy to install, either retrospec-
tively into an existing wash-
room, or specified within a new
facility. For more information
visit the company’s website.
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Changing Places to come up to scratch
The UK tourism industry needs to ‘spend a penny’ to become more accessible,
according to latest research. A new survey of the top 100 tourist attractions found
that 19 per cent had fewer than one disabled toilet/100 visitors, and over half had
fewer than two suitable toilets/100 visitors. Robin Tuffley, marketing manager
at Clos-o-Mat says: “We go to the toilet on average eight times a day, so appro-
priate toilet facilities are vital for anybody. Changing Places toilets – which mean
a carer has the space and equipment to change their loved one rather than do so
on the toilet floor – continue to grow in popularity.” To help venues improve their
accessible toilet provision, Clos-o-Mat has produced white papers – Provision of
Accessible Toilets in the Tourism Industry and Considerations & Specification of
Changing Places accessible toilets – that cover all relevant and current legislation
and ‘good practice’ design considerations on accessible toilet provision in tourist
attractions. These can be downloaded from the Clos-o-Mat website.

0161 969 1199   www.clos-o-mat.com 
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Hansgrohe expands its Select range   
Hansgrohe introduces new additions to its Select range
including the ShowerSelect thermostat with integrated
shower support; ShowerSelect S concealed thermostats
in a new round design, perfect for combining with round
hand and overhead showers; and new ShowerSelect
manual mixers to complement the existing thermostatic

options and meet the widest range of installation needs. The innovative Select
collection from Hansgrohe includes Raindance Select hand showers, overhead
showers and showerpipes with ShowerSelect and ShowerTablet thermostatic
bath/shower controls all with a simple push button ‘select’ operation. Intuitive
and enjoyable to use for all ages there are no complex electronics.

01372 465655   www.hansgrohe.co.uk

   

The height of luxury from CCL Wetrooms   
CCL Wetrooms has a range of popular Linear Screed
Drains including a wall drain option and a stunning new
Stone-Infill Grill. At a market leading height of only
67mm and with BBA certification, the drain ensures that
even the highest of water flow rates can be achieved and
managed effectively on concrete floors, which are widely
used in the construction of modern houses. The drain
incorporates a unique waterless trap, which is formed of
a spring-loaded mechanism and keeps the trap sealed

when not in use. This ensures that even when the shower is left unused for pro-
longed periods, the trap cannot dry out.

0844 327 6002   www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk
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www.horne.co.uk
www.carron.uk.net
www.gainsboroughbaths.com
www.cistermiser.co.uk
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Weston Homes’ choses RAK Ceramics as new supply partner
UK property developer Weston Homes Plc has selected RAK as its ceramic supply partner. Chosen for its quality, design
choice and competitive price point, RAK’s range will be specified at all new Weston Homes’ developments. Current projects
include Markyate, Napsbury and Hornchurch, where tiles from RAK’s Lounge Collection have been installed throughout
bathrooms and en-suites, on walls and floors.
Formed in 1987 by Bob Weston, Weston Homes is part of Weston Group Plc. During the current year, an estimated 

550 legal completions are anticipated, equating to approximately 14,000m2 of installed tiles; the independent firm is 
undergoing significant expansion, and expects to double its turnover within the next 3-5 years, which will equate to increased
ceramic installations.
Bob Weston, CEO at Weston Homes Plc said: “We reviewed around 350 international suppliers before we chose RAK as

our supply partner. In selecting RAK, we’ve been able to demonstrate a sufficient saving which has enabled us to specify ceram-
ics throughout our bathrooms and en-suites, as standard.”

01730 237850   www.rakceramics.co.uk enq.317

Amwell Systems – embracing the need for BIM
In a recent survey by Construction News (CN) “culture change” was cited as the biggest issue companies faced when imple-
menting BIM. Amwell is constantly focussed on embracing change within the industry, making it as easy as possible to specify
its washroom products. 72 per cent of those surveyed by CN also commented that it is “imperative to invest in BIM in the
next 12 months”, and Amwell offers its customers the most comprehensive BIM models possible. Its dedication is such that
it employs an in-house team of architects and designers, who for the last 12 months have been working to produce detailed,
user-friendly BIM models using Revit 2012. Although the launch of Amwell’s models couldn’t come quickly enough it wanted
to make sure they were the best they could be, so it took them on a road test. Project Architect Chong Wong met with Amwell
to drop them in to a current project he was working on to see how they fared. Chong expressed that parameters within some
manufacturers models can be confusing and not easy to use, but while trialling Amwell’s Splash family Chong commented:
“When I look at your models I know what I am getting,” and that the models were “comprehensive and user friendly”. Amwell
is fully invested in a concentrated and continued BIM effort involving designing, creating, testing and modifying its families.

01763 276200   www.amwell-systems.com enq.316

Stainless steel 
without coating

Anti-Fingerprint-
Coating

SanTRAL®
High quality solutions for public
washrooms. With a 5-year 
manufacturer’s warranty

Contact OPHARDT today  
01332 297 666

customers-uk@ophardt.com

or visit the website
www.ophardt.com

• Long term, quality dispensers

• Anti-9ngerprint coating 
(AFC) - saves time and 
costs on cleaning

• Designed for heavy use

• Perfect for specifying in 
airports, train stations, 
retail parks and education

enq.320

Barwood Products styles fitness centre   
Barwood Products continues to transform the look and
feel of bathrooms designed for the special needs and less
able market. The latest recipient of a Barwoods bath-
room is a Yorkshire-based state-of-the-art fitness centre
that recently specified the very best equipment for
members including new disabled bathroom facilities.
Barwood Products was chosen to supply the mandatory
DOC M Pack, which featured a stylish blue, white and
chrome colour theme with white W.C. and basin; high

spec blue toilet seat and coordinating blue grab rails with chrome taps and spatula
lever as the finishing touches.

01782 561 814   www.barwoodsproducts.com
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Altro Whiterock uPVC wall cladding system   
Altro Whiterock uPVC wall cladding system
assures a hygienic, durable and high performance
solution for commercial kitchens, fast food outlets
and restaurants, to name just a few of its interior
applications. Altro Whiterock is available from
IDS’s 12 branches nationwide, either over the

counter or with 24-48 hour delivery with total flexibility on delivery quantities
from one sheet upwards. With its 2.5mm thick semi-rigid wall cladding system,
Altro’s hygienic surface is certified to all EU hygiene standards, as well as fire resist-
ance to Class 0 as defined by the Building Regulations when tested to BS476 Part
6. It guarantees a watertight and seamless surface that is stylish and decorative.

08457 298 298   www.idsurfaces.co.uk

� � �� �� �� �
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Is your washroom 
flushing money away? 

Sensazone can help 
Introducing Sensazone – an easy to install,  
all in-one solution to reduce water wastage  

and energy bills.

Occupancy is constantly monitored by PIR  

sensors intelligently linked to the water  

and power supplies. This ensures  

the full range of washroom  

utility services are available  

on demand but  

automatically shut down  

when the washroom  

is not in use.

Call us now on +44 (0) 118 969 1611or email  
sales@cistermiser.co.uk for more  information about 

Sensazone or any of our products

www.cistermiser.co.uk 

Sensor ensures lights 
function only when required 
by occupancy and ambient 

light levels

Power shut-off prevents 
ventilation system over-run

Solenoid valves 
control the water 

consumption
of taps, urinals

and WCs

Lay direct to joists and coat with vinyl or tiles

www.marmox.co.uk

waterproofing     insulating     drylining     sound absorption
thermal bridging     fireproofing

Marmox specialises in products relating to...

Tel: 01634 835290     Fax: 01634 835299

Lay direct to joists

Vinyl or tile

Holds upto 600kg

Wheelchair access

Fully waterproof

Easy installation

Time saving

No WP membrane

...ultra high strength!

the modular, service integrated 

vanity solution
the modular, service integrated washwall

sales@grantwest�eld.co.uk | +44(0)131 337 6262 | www.grantwest�eld.co.uk

from Scan to use 
our washwall 
selector tool
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Water design stakeholders 
There are a number of stakeholders involved in designing the
water-related aspects of a new development, with the Planning
Authority, Local Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS)
Adoption Board, designers and their civils specialists all
needing to reach a consensus. 
It is helpful, too, if the client understands the technical issues

facing their team, shares a vision how the project will benefit
from its water-related amenities and how these will be main-
tained throughout the working life of the project. 
The end-result needs to be compliance with the require-

ments of the 2010 Flood & Water Management Act, and with
the incoming new SuDS Standard. Cost-effective SuDS
Adoption is also a new vital consideration.

Future water issues
National regulations, standards and procedures reflect future
needs, which in the case of water is not promising. According
to the 2010 Environment Agency Report Water for People and
the Environment, the current stresses on water supplies will be
exacerbated by anticipated population growth.
Climate change is also predicted to alter weather patterns,

leading to future prolonged dry spells broken by intense down-
pours. This pattern of rain will lead to more frequent droughts
and floods, most recently illustrated by a severe and widespread
drought in 2012, and this year’s floods.
Self-evidently, the surplus of rainfall that might lead to 

floods needs to be managed in ways that will serve also to 
alleviate droughts.

Water reuse and SuDS integration 
On new developments, the most straightforward way of doing
this is to extend the SuDS principle of managing rainfall at 
the point it falls (source control), so that the water is made 
available for reuse for non-potable purposes, rather than simply 
being attenuated.
Taking this design approach from the outset on a new project

substantially affects the capital and life cycle costs, compared
to stand alone SuDS and water reuse solutions, particularly
when adoption charges are taken into account.

Typical case study
A 2010 government-funded Developer Guidelines Study pro-
vides a good example of how this principle can be applied in
practice. In the housing development example illustrated, every

attempt is made to source control surface water at the level of
individual properties, using features such as soakaways (where
effective), permeable paving and a rain garden. 
Adding a rainwater harvesting (RWH) system to this mix

plays a substantial role in limiting run-off by dealing with all
the roof water. Even so, the holding tank for the system does
need to overflow during exceptional rainfall events.
This overflow can be used to supplement the water available

to a communal system serving several smaller properties, whose
roof size does not justify an individual system. The comm-
unal holding tank will also need to overflow into a SuDS, 
which ideally should comprise a surface balancing pond and/
or swale(s).

Cost effectiveness
A water management train along these lines would usually be
designed to reduce mains water consumption by around 40 per
cent below the level provided by water efficiency measures
alone, thus addressing the risk of future droughts.
It will also account for a substantial proportion of the water

that needs to be SuDS managed, reducing the scale of any

Glyn Hyett, managing director of 3P Technik UK Ltd and director and founding member 
of the UK Rainwater Harvesting Association, addresses the issues surrounding the 
implementation of rainwater harvesting and sustainable drainage systems

Glyn Hyett

Working with water
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additional attenuation required. As the RWH systems form
part of the household water supplies, they will need their own
maintenance regime, and by their nature will assist in meeting
the water quality aspects of the 2010 Flood and Water
Management Act.
In simple terms, the SuDS aspect of the water management

for all roof water needs only start from the overflow outlets of
the communal tank(s), which can also contain an attenuation

volume if required. This substantially reduces the complexity
and cost of adoption, particularly when easily maintained bal-
ancing ponds and/or swales form the remaining part of the
overall surface water management train.

Careful design is the key
Carefully designed, integrated RWH/SuDS systems along these
lines address both the floods and droughts aspects of the
Environment Agency’s climate change predictions, at no greater
cost than a stand-alone SuDS when adoption costs are taken
into account.
An important key, however, is that all stakeholders start by

sharing the same concept for the water-related aspects of a
development, a concept which it would be most helpful if the
government could share and encourage as a matter of policy.

For further information see www.ukrha.org or join the debate
@harnessingrainwater #reusewater on Twitter.

‘The surplus of rainfall that might lead to
floods needs to be managed in ways that
will serve also to alleviate droughts’

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Avoid getting in a spin…

www.terram.com
e: info@terram.com

Ground Reinforcement Solutions - Porous Pavers & Mesh
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01733 405 111
www.rainwaterharvesting.co.uk

Bringing rainwater 
harvesting into 
the 21st century!

Super low energy, 
6-8 times less 
electricity than a 
standard system.

Water in every 
eventuality.

Easy installation.

Join us at
100% Design
Stand E132
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•  Suitable for homes without access to mains drainage
•  Discreet solution to on-site sewage treatment
•  10 models in the range with a capacity up to 50pe 
•  CE Marked and EN 12566-3 Certified 
•  Uses the extended aeration method to treat sewage
•  96% efficiency allows a typical 3-5 year emptying interval
•  Visually unobtrusive and odourless
•  25 year warranty on GRP & 2 year warranty on the air pump
•  Deal direct with the Manufacturer

0800 731 9421 www.webuildit-ltd.co.uk

enq.173

Major benefits from drainage membrane     
Protecto-drain HDPE drainage membrane, from
Wallbarn, offers a major benefit when constructing
rainwater harvesting systems. It is designed to protect
waterproofed concrete structures on both the horizon-
tal and vertical plane from damage and water ingress
but also channel groundwater effectively into collection
tanks. The dimple-profiled HDPE sheet creates a water

tight seal when bonded to the horizontal or vertical surface and also offers 
protection from backfill and abrasion from soil settlement. Protecto-drain can
also be used as a damp-proof or waterproofing membrane between layers of 
concrete, able to withstand concrete pour and maintain a waterproof seal.

0208 916 2222   www.wallbarn.com

     

enq.169

Optimise efficiency in roof design   
A bespoke software service allows designers and
installers of flat roofing to optimise efficiency
from design to installation. From basic data,
Protan’s Proplan package will produce an
autoCAD 2D or 3D visualisation of the pro-
posed roof, detailed specification of materials,

the quotation plus manufacturing and site assembly details. The system embraces
detailing such as corners, perimeters and penetrations, providing accurate 
estimating of the total roof cost and allowing comparison between systems, 
so the designer and contractor can obtain the most efficient way to build the roof,
with optimum logistics, installation and virtually zero on-site wastage.

01925 658001   customercare@protan.co.uk
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SuDS conference programme finalised
The complete programme for the 2014 National SuDS Conference – Design, Delivery and Management of Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS), held on 24th and 25th June in Northampton – has been launched. The conference provided
support for proposed SuDS Approving Bodies (SABs), local planning authorities, designers, practitioners, developers and
their consultants in dealing with implementation of the 2010 Flood and Water Management Act. It also explored new initia-
tives ahead of delayed implementation of the legislation and the proposed National Standards. SuDS have been in use for
decades and much experience has been gained, both through practice and research, over the years. Now, the time is right to
bring together this experience. The conference included a tour around Interpave’s Upton project – an important community
development  – to view SuDS in use. This two-day event is designed to prompt discussion and the exchange of information,
with opportunities for questions following each presentation as well as informal networking. In addition to key presentations
by selected experts, seminars brought together specialists and opened up debate on issues of concern. The event clarified the
practical issues surrounding delivery of effective and attractive SuDS at reasonable initial and whole-life costs.

0116 232 5170   www.paving.org.uk

Solar solution is storming success
The flat roof on Linn Products’ main office building in Glasgow had been left
badly damaged by heavy storms, with all existing ballasted solar panels lifted off
the roof and destroyed beyond repair. The original single ply waterproofing was
overlaid with 2,500m² of Bauder’s Thermofol PVC system, which possesses high
tensile strength and is resilient to the natural elements. Having installed the water-
proofing, Bauder approved contractor W G Walker & Co fitted the SOLfixx
system onto the roof using a unique interlocking method that doesn’t penetrate
the waterproofing or roof deck, preserving the roof ’s integrity. Any slight move-
ment of the panels from wind uplift is easily tolerated by the SOLfixx system,
providing the client with long-term reassurance with regards to their roof ’s future
performance. The PV array consisted of 166 modules set at a 10o angle for
optimum energy production, enabling Linn Products to generate at least 38.67
megawatt-hours of solar power and over 20 tonnes of CO2 savings annually.

01473 257671   www.bauder.co.uk
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Are you searching for a long lasting façade
solution, that will give you ultimate design
8exibility and will 7t your budget...?

For Vitrabond UK, contact Valcan Ltd.  Tel: 01278 428 245 E: enquiries@valcan.co.uk

For more information visit www.vitrabond.com

• More than 60 standard colours • No minimum quantities on standard colours • Robust & durable • Long warranty
• Large stocks • One of the most competitively priced rainscreen solutions in the United Kingdom

Yes? Then use Vitrabond! 
Well established in the market, Vitrabond is globally recognised by Architects, Builders and 
Installers as the superior ACM rainscreen cladding panel solution. With large stock levels, vast 
colour range and continual product development, Vitrabond is readily available to meet your 
requirements. The composition of  Vitrabond is extremely rigid and yet easily formed into many
shapes to suit any design requirement.

Impact sound solution   
The recent refurbishment and loft conversion at
Lairhillock Lodge required a solution for the floors
where impact sound was kept to a minimum. KW
Contractors Ltd consulted with SIG Insulation in
Aberdeen, who recommended Profloor Ecoroll and
Profloor Ecoroll Adhesive, supplied by the A. Proctor

Group. Profloor Ecoroll provided a cost effective solution to improve the impact
sound insulation. Up to 22 dB ΔLw can be achieved by Ecoroll when used with
soft covering. Profloor Ecoroll is easy to install, simply roll out and bond to the
existing floor surface. It also satisfies the requirements, on a concrete floor, for a
bonded resilient floor covering and is an excellent vibration damper.

01250 872261   www.proctorgroup.com enq.174

Liverpool library opens up with Reynaers   
Reynaers curtain walling and architectural aluminium
systems played a significant role in the recent £50 million
PFI restoration and redevelopment of the historic
Liverpool Central Library. While externally the building
retains its period grandeur the stunning new extension
brings a floor to ceiling atrium. The expansive curtain
wall, utilising Reynaers CW 50 thermally improved
system, gives clean unhindered views and opens up the
interior to the historic areas of the library bringing them

into renewed public use. Main entrance doors on the project feature Reynaers
Vision 50 system designed to accommodate heavy usage in public places.

0121 421 1999   www.reynaers.co.uk

 

enq.175

NFRC spearheads ‘torch-on’ safety campaign   
In a bid to reduce the number of fires caused by the inappro-
priate use of gas torches on flat and low slope roofs, the
National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) – the
UK’s largest roofing trade associations – has spearheaded a
safety campaign to alert roofing contractors, 
architects and specifiers to the potential dangers of torch-on
membranes and the fact that contractors may not be insured
to do the work. Having identified a number of common flat

roofing trouble spots, a ‘Responsible Specification Checklist’ has been 
produced that is aimed primarily at contractors and specifiers for use on site. Ray
Horwood CBE, chief executive of NFRC said: “Fully endorsed by HSE, the new
checklist is already proving popular with contractors.”

�� �
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Gentle giants in harmony with the landscape   
The versatility of ROCKPANEL facade cladding
made it the ideal choice for ‘t Zicht – two eye catch-
ing apartment buildings situated in the Netherlands.
Designed by ONB Architects, the two buildings
were created to be sympathetic to the environment
rather than isolated objects, while offering fantastic

views of the landscape. For the design of ‘t Zicht, the team of architects chose
durable facade cladding from ROCKPANEL. The easy workability of the board
material made it possible to provide the facade with gnarled panels. Practical as
well as beautiful, it was not necessary to protect the board edges, thanks to their
weather-resistant nature and high levels of moisture resistance.

01656 863210   www.rockpanel.co.uk

�� �� �
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THE NEW UPGRADED
SLIM PROFILE ULTRA LOW U-VALUE

STORVIK DOUBLE
AND TRIPLE

GLAZED RANGE  

01469 535301
www.howarth-timber.co.uk

Designed and manufactured by
Howarth specifically for the UK
market. The range was developed
after extensive research into the
latest in timber, glazing and
weather seal technology to
produce a window design, that
has driven performance beyond
current standards.

Meeting and
Beating the

Challenges of 
Higher Standards

For all enquiries
please call:

or you can download 
the brochure at:

Specialists in
Steel Windows & Leaded Lights

HOLDSWORTH WINDOWS LTD
Darlingscote Road, Shipston-on-Stour

Warwickshire CV36 4PR

Telephone: 01608 661883  Fax: 01608 661008
E-mail: info@holdsworthwindows.co.uk
Web: www.holdsworthwindows.co.uk
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Historic sign recreated with Sandtex Trade   
A historic advertising sign has been recreated at a living
museum in County Durham. Herron’s Bakery is the latest
addition to the collection of historically significant build-
ings which form part of Beamish, The Living Museum of
The North. Eddie Rodger, a sign-writer from Gateshead,
was commissioned to take on the project. He said: “I used
Sandtex Trade High Cover Smooth in terracotta and
brown colours for the detailed work, as I knew the mural

needed to last for a long time without re-painting and that after 15 years it would
not have lost any of its quality or impact.” A water-borne protective finish,
Sandtex Trade High Cover Smooth is ideal for most exterior masonry surfaces
and exterior grade building boards.
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Crittal in fashion   
The link between handmade gentlemen’s ties and
steel framed windows may not be glaringly obvious
but the two share one specific quality. Both are
expertly crafted British products and it was this
connection that has helped bring the two together
in a prestigious building renovation in East
London. The choice of Crittall Corporate W20

windows was not a difficult one. The slender frames and consequent increase in
glazed area inherent in a Crittall window provided the maximum amount of
natural light and so the decision to specify Crittall was not just purely aesthetic
but also practical and functional. 

01376 530800   www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Imago Lift & Slide fills a big gap in the market   
Imago Lift & Slide, the slimmest timber frame
lift and slide door hardware system in the
market, is now available from AGB. The trend
for homes with open spaces that let in light, give
great views and allow easy access is here to stay.
Imago’s super-slim design fills a real gap in the
market for offering maximum glass area and

minimum frame width. AGB’s hardware technology has put timber at the cutting
edge of slim-frame lift and slide door design. The new Imago Lift & Slide timber
door system means companies can manufacture a frame visible thickness of just
2cm. Imago is a concept with Italian style at its core. 

01279 812958   www.chooseimago.co.uk
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K2 conservatory roof technical brochure   
Synseal has published an authoritative technical
brochure detailing its proven and advanced K2
conservatory roof system. The no-nonsense K2
roof brochure presents all the key design features.
Cross-section drawings and glazing bar assembly
summaries provide a handy technical reference

source. A style guide illustrates the range of popular footprint design options,
colour finishes and roof glazing specifications which include Synseal’s exclusive
Celsius performance glass. A special section also details the very latest Capella
modular orangery options, which can be specified to transform a standard 
K2 conservatory into an aspirational hybrid orangery.

01623 443200   www.synseal.com
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www.sandtextrade.co.uk
www.holdsworthwindows.co.uk
www.howarth-timber.co.uk


Call Reynaers today on 0121 421 9707, email homeuk@reynaers.com or visit www.reynaersathome.co.uk

Burglary is traditionally one of highest
recorded crimes across the country and
police forces say this is predominantly 

due to insufficient security. Tried and tested, 
high quality security can make a big difference, 
according to Reynaers at Home.
Reynaers at Home is the only aluminium

systems company that has achieved the desirable
Secured by Design Police Preferred Specification
for both its sliding patio doors and bifold doors.
The company boasts three aluminium sliding
systems covered by Secured by Design, a police 
initiative to guide and encourage architects to
adopt crime prevention measures.
Reynaers at Home’s versatile CP 130 is a lift and

slide aluminium patio door that is contemporary in
appearance and combines high weather performance

with great aesthetics. Meanwhile, CF 77 is an
innovative bifold door and the SL variant benefits
from even slimmer sight lines. The CP 155 is a
premium sliding patio door that can accommo-
date a maximum vent weight of 400kg, as well 
as being available in a high insulation configura-
tion to meet the demands of the most energy 
efficient buildings.
Exhaustive testing of all three systems via an

independent Secured by Design testing house
proved that they met all the criteria set out by the
highly respected body. Products were tested to
PAS 24:2012: Enhanced Security Performance
Requirements for Doors and Windows in the UK.
Head of Reynaers at Home Hugh Moss says:

“Security, architectural design and energy effi-
ciency are all essential elements in the homes 

of today and being the only aluminium systems
company that has achieved the highly coveted
Secured by Design approval for our sliding and
sliding folding systems is really important to us.
“We work closely with organisations like

Secured by Design to make sure that our products
meet and exceed the latest standards.”

Reynaers at Home �rst in industry to 
gain Secured by Design status for aluminium
sliding patio and bifold doors

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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New manual sliding door system launched   
Schueco UK Ltd is further augmenting its range of
glazed, panoramic sliding doors with the introduc-
tion of a manual version of its successful Schueco ASS
77 PD.HI system. With ultra-slim sightlines (the
interlock stile width is only 30 mm) and a perimeter
frame that is entirely concealed within the wall, the

new door provides maximum transparency and virtually uninterrupted external
views. The ASS 77 PD.HI can accommodate double- or triple-glazing which, in
conjunction with the door’s thermally insulated frames, delivers ‘U’ values as low
as 1.1 W/m2K. The glazing is bonded to the door leaf to ensure structural
integrity and multi-point locking delivers security to EN 1627 RC2 standard.

01908 282111   www.schueco.co.uk

�� �� �
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Metal Technology used in Portsmouth project   
Metal Technology environmentally-
friendly curtain walling, window and
door systems have been installed on the
recently opened Community Hub in
Somerstown, Portsmouth. A key part of
the regeneration of the Somerstown

area, the BAM designed and built Hub is set to become an architectural landmark
in the city. Consistent with the curtain walling systems, Metal Technology System
5-20 Hi+ thermally enhanced tilt and turn windows, rooflights and 5-20D door
system were installed, which –with the System 10 Commercial Door – combined
to contribute to the building’s BREEAM Excellent rating.

028 9448 7777   www.metaltechnology.com
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New full height soffit option for Global Summer   
A full height soffit is now available as an internal
design option for Synseal’s best-selling hybrid
orangery, Global Summer, in depths of 300mm and
450mm. Launched in May 2012, Global Summer
has proven popular with UK consumers and offers
a ‘shelf-style’ orangery soffit as standard, 300mm in

depth and 140mm in height, to provide a perimeter ceiling detail and house
downlights or audio speakers. The new full height soffit solution now delivers
the substantial ‘built’ feel that many homeowners are looking for and is available
on Edwardian-style orangeries and conservatories across a range of designed roof
pitches varying from 15o to 35o. 

01623 443200   www.synseal.com
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Comar completes Virginia Water visitor centre   
Comar Architectural Aluminium Systems with its
approved fabricator PAGE Group Peterborough Ltd
recently completed a visitor centre which is part of
the Virginia Water Pavilion in Windsor Great Park.
This new building overlooks Virginia Water, an
extensive man-made lake set in a picturesque 18th

century landscape, situated in the Grade 1 listed Royal Landscape in Windsor
Great Park. Comar 3 ground floor framing was selected which incorporates the
Comar 7auto sliding doors which were specified for the main entrances. For
safety, the Comar 7 AFT commercial doors were fitted with anti-finger trap stiles
which were hung directly from the Comar 3 ground floor framing. 

0208 685 9685   www.comar-alu.co.uk
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www.reynaersathome.co.uk


HIGH-PERFORMANCE GLASS BY VETROTECH:
ELEGANCE, COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY COMBINED.

Vetrotech safety and comfort glass offers the ultimate protection for people and property, while providing the aesthetic and multi- 
comfort qualities you expect from architectural glass. More than 30 years of experience means we are able to deliver solutions 
for virtually any application, worldwide. Visit www.vetrotech.co.uk to learn more about our factory in Coventry and our compre-
hensive product range, or call 0247 654 7620.

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain UK distributes SageGlass©, electronically tintable glass for improved comfort and energy efficiency.

FIRE-RESISTANT GLASS

SECURITY GLASS

ELECTRONICALLY TINTABLE GLASS
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a total solution for architectural glazing

Tel: 01842 816080
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FAKRO L-shaped windows for
Pitlochry project...
Ref: 92478

GGF sponsors the G14 Awards, 
showcasing the very best of glass
and glazing...
Ref: 49766

Kawneer systems help deliver a
regional NHS record...
Ref: 10636

Ventrolla advises to give secondary
glazing a second thought...
Ref: 85838

Rebecca Clayton at IQ Glass looks
at the changing trends in glazing...
Ref: 62620

Reflex-Rol U.K.'s contribution to
20/20/20...
Ref: 90133

Panoramic views of London from
Paramount House thanks to
Selectaglaze’s bespoke range of 
secondary windows...
Ref: 88712

Glass & Glazing Federation 
disappointed with Green Deal
Fund closure...
Ref: 64140

New soft stop sliding gear 
system from P C Henderson for
glass doors...
Ref: 22310

New SIG windows brand set to
make its mark in glass & glazing ...
Ref: 55389

Coxdome rooflight delivers 
daylight for customised spherical-
shaped office pods...
Ref: 95100

Visit the website www.architectsdatafile.co.uk 
and enter the reference number for more information

news bytes

www.altitudealuminium.co.uk
www.glazinginnovations.co.uk
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=92478
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=95100
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=55389
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=22310
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=64140
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CCCaaallllll   UUUsss   
FFFooorrr   FFFrrreeeeee   
IIImmmpppaaarrrtttiiiaaalll      AAAdddvvviiiccceee.  
01384 252777. 
www.gutterliners.com 
unifold@ampteam.co.uk 
 

 

 ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 

A CCCOST EEEFFECTIVE BUT 
PERMANENT REPAIR 

FOR LEAKING GUTTERS! 
IF SO CONSIDER  

 

EEECCCOOO   LLLIIINNNEEERRR   SSSYYYSSSTTTEEEMMM         

Designed to be an alternative to 
coatings and roll out plastic liners, 

 quick & easy to install with a 10 
year materials guarantee. 
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Structurally Bonded 

available to buy directly from our website or by calling our 
rooflight sales department on 0116 2610 710 . If you 
prefer you can visit our showroom at our head office in 
Leicester to browse and purchase our products.  

We stock a variety of sizes for off the shelf purchases and 
can also manufacture bespoke sizes to suit the individual 
requirements of your project. All products are manufac-
tured and structurally bonded at our Leicester premises. 
Our rooflights have outstanding thermal performance with 
U-values as low as 0.9w/m2k 

Duplus Architectural Systems Ltd 
370 Melton Road 
Leicester 
LE4 7SL 

Telephone: 0116 2610 710 
Fax: 0116 2610 539 

Email: sales@duplus.co.uk 
 

Copyright © Duplus 2014 

Email your enquiry to: sales@duplus.co.uk 
Go online and see our full range of rooflights 

www.duplus.co.uk 
or visit our showroom at our Leicester head office 

               Natural Light at HomeNatural Light at HomeNatural Light at Home   
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fromfromfrom£612£612£612+VAT+VAT+VAT   

Call  Call  Call  0116 2610 7100116 2610 7100116 2610 710   

BBiiMMBBiiMMBBiiMM   
Models Available 

www.gutterliners.com
www.duplus.co.uk
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FAKRO products for architect’s self-build   
FAKRO FTT U6 triple-glazed roof
windows with a U-value of 0.81W/m2K
have been used with FAKRO in-roof solar
thermal panels in architect Rob Delius’s
self-build in the central Bath Conservation
Area. The Head of Sustainable Design at
Stride Treglown followed Passivhaus prin-

ciples, specifying a row of six roof windows and six solar thermal panels for the
south aspect to maximise solar gain in winter. B12/1 horizontal combination
flashing was used in an integrated roofing approach which included PV tiles and
slates, rainwater harvesting, passive stack ventilation and a green roof.

01283 554755   www.fakro.co.uk
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Hambleside Danelaw shines again   
Hambleside Danelaw is delighted to have won
Silver for its Stepsafe low carbon insulator rooflight
at the Green Apple Built Environment Awards, the
national campaign that aims to find Britain’s green-
est companies. The award for the Stepsafe low
carbon insulator rooflight is due to its lower

embodied energy and ability to reduce the energy consumption for both the light-
ing and heating of a building. It therefore meets the requirements of the Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC). Sales Director Ian Weakford said: “We are
delighted to receive this award as it recognises our continued commitment to
reducing our carbon footprint and producing environmentally friendly products.”

01327 701 900   sales@hambleside-danelaw.co.uk
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Cladding Mesh and Insect Mesh

• Sizes from 50mm wide x 45m long
• Install behind timber and ventilated rainscreen cladding systems

• Stop insects entering air space behind cladding
• Allows natural ventilation

• Mesh for screening by the metre or roll

01454 238288
www.�yscreen.com

sales@�yscreen.com
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www.flyscreen.com
www.ubbink.co.uk


Daylight has been used for centuries as the primary
source of interior lighting and has been an implicit
part of architecture for as long as buildings have

existed. The first architectural guidelines were developed over
2,000 years ago and even then they acknowledged the impor-
tance of daylight in design, providing guidance on how to
measure the amount of light coming into a room.
However many of us still aren’t making full use of daylight

benefits in building design. The provision of daylight in 
buildings must be considered at every stage of the design and 
construction process. The focus on light in architecture is ever
prevalent, and the right balance between light and dark is key.
Currently, the Code for Sustainable Homes require that in

new build houses, kitchens should have a minimum daylight
factor of 2 per cent, while living areas and home offices should
have a minimum daylight factor of 1.5 per cent. However,
research over time has shown that a 4 per cent daylight factor
is perceived as being a daylit room.
The current British recommendation for window glazing is

20 per cent of the total floor area. Despite there being no 
concrete regulations for any building, 20 per cent is suggested
with good reason. 
If a building is designed with window glazing that is less than

20 per cent of this floor area, then the home or business owner

will inevitably experience poor levels of daylight, resulting in
increased use of electric lighting, which in turn will have a con-
siderable impact on energy bills. It is therefore important when
looking at the structure of a building that it has as much access
to natural daylight as possible. It is important to consider how
and where daylight enters, not only the amount of windows but
the placement and orientation of them.
An easy, accessible solution for this is roof windows. By the

very nature of the product, roof windows can let in up to twice
as much light than a conventional vertical window because the
glazing is pointing directly at the light source. Roof windows
are also a successful way of supplying more daylight in the heart
of the home, thereby illuminating areas of space that might oth-
erwise be quite dark. 
Roof windows offer consumers a contemporary design look.

With a combination of lots of daylight, fresh air and a clear
view, roof windows can create the perfect environment. 
However, the effectiveness of roof windows shouldn’t have

an impact on the amount of glazing incorporated into a design.
It may be tempting to only allow a 10 per cent glazing to floor
area ratio because of this effectiveness, instead of using the
building regulation guide of 20 per cent, but why overlook the
opportunity? With more roof windows you can improve and
enhance the internal space and maximise daylight in the design.

It is clear that there is an opportunity for architects and specifiers to make much better
use of daylight in buildings throughout the design process. Indeed daylight should play as
central a role in the design as technical installations. However, all too often it is overlooked,
as Paul Hicks, sustainability and design manager at VELUX, explains

‘The provision 
of daylight in
buildings must
be considered 
at every stage
of the design
and construction
process’

Maximising daylight in design

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Continued overleaf...



This gives you and your client the option to create a more desir-
able, energy efficient home. 
The height from the floor and the length of the roof window

should also be taken into account in order to maximise light
levels in the room. When planning for this, you must afford
allowances for how the window will be operated, how much of
the outside should be in view (ground, trees, sky etc.) and take
into account the pitch of the roof. The lower the pitch, the
longer the roof window should be to maximise the view out.
Taking this element of design into consideration enables you

to plan the space so that it will gain access to natural lighting,
which in turn decreases energy costs over a long period of time.
Access to natural lighting can be achieved easily by including
the installation of roof window space.  
Creating a better living environment depends heavily on

daylight. It transforms a space and if planned in the right way,
can help create a positive, healthy living and working environ-
ment. It is key to consider daylight and the placement of
windows proactively at the beginning of the design process,
rather than reactively.

‘With a combination of lots of daylight,
fresh air and a clear view, roof windows
can create the perfect environment’

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Curved daylighting for students   
The Kalwall® diffused daylighting system, distributed by
Structura, has been specified for a new teaching building
at Harper Adams University designed by Michael Hyde
architects. One of the project’s stunning features is the way
in which Kalwall has been used to allow and control the
interior daylight light levels and still achieve minimal solar
heat gain. This was achieved by using daylight modelling
to predict precisely the illumination levels across the floors.

The project demonstrates how the panels, manufactured to order and normally
supplied flat, can also be curved by using with the proprietary Kalcurve® variation.
Apart from being specified for new builds, Kalwall is increasingly used for the
refurbishment of cladding or rooflights on aged buildings.
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Noises off at the Everyman Theatre, Liverpool   
The £28 million redevelopment of Liverpool’s
Everyman Theatre presented something of a chal-
lenge to acousticians Gillieron Scott, blending as
it did noisy spaces like the theatre’s famous wrap-
around auditorium with such noise-sensitive 
features as a recording suite. The decision was

made to specify 900m2 of CMS Danskin’s Regupol 6010BA acoustic under-
screed isolation material, with its potential to provide 42dB of impact sound insu-
lation and 62dB of airborne sound insulation. Just as importantly, with a
maximum load bearing capacity of 50kN/m² (5,000kg/m²), Regupol 6010BA is
more than capable of coping with the theatre’s 100,000 plus footfall each year.

01925 577711   www.cmsdanskin.co.uk enq.201

Silverstone UTC off to a flyer with Kingspan   
Kingspan Tarec®’s premium performance Kooltherm®
FM Pipe Insulation has been installed on one of the
UK’s first University Technical Colleges, Silverstone
UTC, helping it to achieve a BREEAM rating of
‘Very Good’. Over 4,000 metres of Kingspan Tarec

Kooltherm FM Pipe Insulation were fitted on hot water and heating pipework
across the building. To maintain a clean, minimalist interior, the internal
pipework was concealed and it was therefore essential to keep the system thick-
nesses to a minimum. With the lowest thermal conductivity of any commonly
used pipework insulation, Kingspan Tarec Kooltherm FM Pipe Insulation
allowed this to be achieved without compromising on thermal performance. 

01457 890400   www.kingspantarec.com enq.202

Acoustic clouds at Portsmouth University   
The Eldon building at Portsmouth University is a new 
creative and cultural facility designed by architects Penoyre
& Prasad as an exemplar of sustainable construction. The
entrance foyer, also used as an exhibition space, displays a
very dramatic ceiling using Troldtekt acoustic panels. The

architects have combined a gridiron pattern of suspended acoustic panels, often
known as clouds, together with a framework of lighting strips. This aesthetically
pleasing arrangement gives great depth to the ceiling. Troldtekt acoustic panels
are made from 100% natural wood fibres. Their benefits include high sound
absorption, high durability, natural breathability and low cost life cycle perform-
ance. Available in various sizes and in three grades from ultrafine to coarse, they
can be left untreated or painted in virtually any RAL colour.
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www.velux.co.uk
www.structura-uk.com
www.troldtekt.com
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The Crags Industrial Park, Morven Street,
Creswell, Derbyshire S80 4AJ.

Tel:     

Thin Hybrid Multi-layer Insulation Blanket

Insulation for use in Roofs, Walls & Floors

BDA Agrément Nr.

enq.207 enq.208

T. 01457 861 538 | F. 01457 866 010 
Woolley Bridge Road | | Glossop | Derbyshire | SK13 1AB

sales@grille.co.uk  

grille.co.uk
BRITISH MANUFACTURED

inteliventTM
*

 

GDL

NEW catalogue available
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Johnson & Starley Aquair warm air HIU’s   
Perth and Kinross District Council has a district heating
scheme serving the Lickley, Milne and Market Court
tower blocks. It was recognised that the existing water-to-
air heating interface units contained within each flat were
approaching the end of their useful lifespan. After discus-
sions with Johnson & Starley, it was decided that the
company’s Aquair 10KW water-to-air heating interface
units were the ideal replacement choice for the district
heating scheme. Aquair HIU’s are water-to-air heat
exchange units, available in 10, 16 and 20KW versions and

require an 80°C hot water supply. The same units can be used for both upflow
and downflow applications. 
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Kingspan’s KoolDuct for development   
Chester Balmore, the UK’s largest residential
scheme so far designed to meet the demanding
Passivhaus standard, is the latest project to benefit
from the premium performance Kingspan
KoolDuct system. To help achieve the stringent
Passivhaus standard, over 1,200 sq m of the

Kingspan KoolDuct system was installed by RDS Projects Ltd throughout the
residential units, helping to deliver perfect airflow through the mechanical 
ventilation and heat recovery system. Kingspan KoolDuct panels have been
assigned a 2008 Green Guide Summary Rating of A. The Kingspan KoolDuct
System is installed in a single-fix.

01544 387 384   www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk enq.205

www.johnsonandstarley.co.uk
www.grille.co.uk
www.brewercowls.co.uk
www.ybsinsulation.com


on 01788 899100 or visit
Call Beaumont Cast Iron today 

Beaumont have been manufacturing cast iron radiators in its foundry for many
years, gaining a solid award-winning reputation for excellent quality and service.
Working alongside architects, surveyors, builders, plumbers, heating engineers
and DIY enthusiasts, Beaumont offer a wealth of knowledge and experience.

www.beaumontcastiron.com

We have radiators to suit cottages, apartments,
palaces... in fact anywhere you call home!

monza aluminium column radiator

www.apolloradiators.co.uk
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Heat pump air curtain now added to ETL   
Mitsubishi Electric’s range of Mr Slim heat pump air curtains
has now demonstrated the energy saving criteria needed to 
be included on the Energy Technology List. This enables 
companies using the air curtains to offset the capital costs
against the Enhanced Capital Allowance Scheme – part of the
government’s programme to manage climate change. The air
curtain is available on the Mr Slim and City Multi ranges as

either a recessed or free-standing unit and comes in standard lengths of 1m, 1.5m
or 2m, to make the product suitable for almost any front door. They minimise
the amount of cold air entering a building, providing a comfortable environment
within, and reducing the amount of heating required, lowering energy bills.

01707 282880   www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk 
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Polypipe’s Domus ducting used at marina   
Polypipe Ventilation’sDomus rigid duct and unique Domus
Thermal duct insulation systems are being installed into an
exciting new mixed use development in Southampton’s
marina which aims to provide the city with a world class
waterfront destination. Admiral’s Quay, Ocean Village fea-
tures a landmark 26 storey predominantly glass residential
tower, supporting 16 and nine storey residential buildings.
All of the one, two and three bedroom apartments have very
high specification throughout and as an integral part of the
ventilation system, feature Polypipe’s market leading range
of Domus Supertube 125mm rectangular ducting – a highly
engineered flat channel ducting system.
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JS launches Essensse air curtain
   
JS Air Curtains is launching Essensse, an attractive
and economic air curtain suitable for a range of envi-
ronments, from small shops and restaurants to office
buildings and banks. Air curtains seal an entrance
with an invisible barrier of air, preventing cold air

entering in the winter and air conditioning escaping in the summer while the door
is open. Essensse can deliver up to 2,900m³ of air, enabling it to seal doorways up
to 2.5m high when mounted above an entrance. Easy to install, the compact unit
is finished in white RAL 9010 as standard with other colours available on request.
Essensse can incorporate water or electric heating elements and is available as an
ambient unheated model. It is controlled via a wall-mounted controller with 
multiple units able to be operated from the same control system.

�� �� �
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Grant UK provides total solution   
With any new build, how to heat it efficiently and
effectively is a designer’s high priority, and Grant
UK recently provided a winning solution in a fan-
tastic new residence in Grimsby. A large PV array
was installed in the garden to provide sufficient
power to the property and also take advantage 
of the government FIT’s incentive (Feed in

Tariff ). For the heating and hot water a Grant Aerona ASHE 21.5kW heat pump
was chosen. This supplied a large buffer tank which in turn fed the underfloor
heating and the hot water cylinder and was all controlled by a Grant Energy
Management System. 

01380 736 920   www.grantuk.com 

�� �
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www.polypipe.com/ventilation
www.jsaircurtains.com
www.apolloradiators.co.uk
www.beaumontcastiron.com
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Call Monodraught today
on 01494 897700, email
info@monodraught.com
or visit the website
www.monodraught.com
for more information

   
   

  
 

      
    
  
  

   
   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

        
   

   

         
         
            

   

      

    

 

         
         
       

       
         
         
  

    

    
     

   

  
 

 

  
 

   

   

 

   
   

  
 

      
    
  
  

   
   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

        
   

   

         
         
            

   

      

    

 

         
         
       

       
         
         
  

    

    
     

   

  
 

 

  
 

   

   

 

Benefits
• The units can be mounted horizontally
above windows or mounted vertically to
the sides of rooms and can also be
ducted to provide ventilation to deep
plan rooms.

• Intelligent and fully automatic 
control system coupled with a low
energy ventilation system which
switches between operational modes
dependant on season, external/internal
temperature conditions and indoor air
quality (IAQ).

• Exceptionally low specific fan powers.
• Features an intelligent control system
which is supplied as standard with full
data logging facility, temperature control
and CO2 control.

• Optional BACnet module: Each 
unit has the ability to output key
performance data to a central BMS to
show compliance within PSBP
guidelines.

Designed to meet Priority
School Building Programme

The Hybrid Thermal Mixing (HTM)
system is designed to provide natural ven-
tilation, hybrid ventilation incorporating

mixed tempered air for winter periods with the
ability to provide secure night time cooling and
boosted levels of ventilation during summer. The
system works in conjunction with natural ventila-
tion provided by manual or automatic windows
and can be used in single sided or cross flow venti-
lation strategies.
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www.monodraught.com
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TeleBeam technology breaks the
mould, allowing post 1960’s trussed
roof houses to be converted with a
minimum of disruption.
• No specialist installation 

skills required
• No timber joists required
• Extendable beams fit most buildings

and roof pitches

• Beams slide into roof space 
by removing just three rows of tiles
on one side of the house

• Incorporates roof and floor support
in one system, 
minimising loss of headroom

• Ideal for use in timber 
framed properties as loads are
spread evenly

TRUSS LOFT CONVERSIONS MADE SIMPLE...

Oxford branch: 01865 722468
Wirral branch: 0151 334 8991

Sound & Lighting
Scenery & Paint
Curtains & Track

Make-up & Costume Accessories
Pyrotechnics & Special E� ects

www.lancelyn.co.uk

SALES
DESIGN
INSTALLATION

enq.220 enq.221

Aluminium pro les  lled with
Carborundum to provide an extremely
tough tread with anti-slip properties
second to none in all conditions. 

Safetytread are experts in solving tricky
and unique issues, leaving you with a
safer environment.

Contact Safety Tread today 
on 01202 625596 or visit
www.safety-tread.co.uk

A premium quality, bespoke
manufacturer of internal 
and external stair nosings
and inserts, which have 
been environmentally and 
economically designed to 
meet all expectations

altread      glotread      intread       de�ner         alite

enq.219

Air Design supplies AHUs for Forth golf club   
At the prestigious Renaissance Club, one of the
newest golf courses in Scotland, four innovative air
handling units supplied by Air Design are presently
recovering heat in the clubhouse. Three of the units
were fitted with high efficiency thermal wheels to
recover as much heat as possible from the internal

space in order to minimise the heating bills of the private club. AHUs from the
Air Design range are technically efficient, combining quality component parts
with simplicity of design and construction. The bespoke units provide both
heating and cooling for ventilated air and the supplied units incorporate a rotary
wheel for heat recovery from the exhausted air.

01384 720460   www.air-design.com

�� �� �

enq.217

Versatile modern style   
Solus Ceramics is excited to introduce Precast,
a brand new porcelain range that blends the aes-
thetics of concrete with notes of delicate, natural
veining and mild speckles. A versatile system, this
range is available in a broad choice of formats,
thicknesses and finishes which allows the user to
apply Precast to a wide variety of applications

from commercial to private project architecture. Six colours make up the versatile
palette of Precast, which consists of light neutral shades such as white and beige,
and rich earthy tones including a fawn brown and an ashy grey. Solus Ceramics
will be exhibiting the range at the 100% Design show stand number E50.

0121 753 0777   www.solusceramics.com enq.218

www.lancelynoxford.co.uk
www.safety-tread.co.uk
www.telebeam.co.uk


‘Comprising
more than 100
good practice
measures, the
SKArating
system means
that an office fit-
out project can
be completely
measured to
ascertain its
environmental
performance’

Performance
With cost a major influence when it comes to system speci-
fication, it can be all too tempting to opt for the cheapest 
solution. While this achieves a short-term win in terms of 
saving money, it will soon become apparent if the partitioning
solution selected does not meet the needs of the area in which
it is installed. 
An understanding of how the space is going to be used

should therefore underpin any specification, as this will affect
the levels of acoustic or fire performance required – or dictate
whether the system needs to be relocatable or include storage. 
Care should then be taken to ensure the system has been fully

tested, ideally by an independent test laboratory accredited by
UKAS, to meet the necessary performance requirements. It
should be noted that this test will only give an indication of
potential site performance as many other on-site factors will
have an effect. Specifiers should not accept any substitution of
system materials without further assessment, as alterations to
materials may compromise performance.
Writing a specification in partnership with a manufacturer

will help ensure that key issues and details are considered in the
design process.

Legislation
While it may be a given to most, ensuring that the selected 
partitioning system is compliant with the latest building regu-
lations is incredibly important. Not only will this guarantee that
the solution itself is fit for use, meeting the demands that will
be put upon it, but also that it is legally compliant. The person
writing the specification is responsible for ensuring the product
installed meets the legal requirements. 

Budget
As budgets will differ greatly from project to project, with
varying performance levels required depending on the installa-
tion in question, specifiers can make their budget work harder
for them by speaking to a specialist, experienced contractor who
should be able to suggest where cost savings can be made
without compromising the end result. 

Environment
Specification considerations may be steered by the company’s
CSR or environmental policy statement. As a result, the need
to meet these requirements can result in a very specific solution
being needed – meeting a good BREEAM or SKArating, for
example, can impact the initial specification process. 
Comprising more than 100 good practice measures, the

SKArating system means that an office fit-out project can be
completely measured to ascertain its environmental perform-
ance by following a three-stage assessment process. BREEAM
works much in the same way and although the current system
applies to the building as a whole rather than just the fit-out, 
a non-domestic fit-out version will be available from BRE 
later this year.

Availability
Of course, while careful planning and budgeting can account
for most things, the availability of the selected system can hold
up the operation of the facility. Where specification takes place
some weeks or even months in advance, this is not so much of
a challenge. On projects where time frames are much more
limited, however, an alternative plan of action must be put into
place – off-site manufacture, for example, can help where com-
pletion dates are brought forward by reducing installation time. 

As an integral part of many office fit-outs, partitions offer a host
of structural and aesthetic benefits and can make a major
contribution to the overall appearance and quality of a finished
space. However, specifying the right partitioning system can
become somewhat of a minefield if you are unsure of what to
look for. Here Joe Cilia, AIS FPDC technical manager, looks at
what to consider in the specification process

How to specify 
a partitioning system 

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Aesthetics
Getting the right look and feel from a fit-out is just as important
as ensuring it is able to meet performance requirements.
According to the system finishes and layout of a partitioning
system, it is possible to portray a very specific impression of a
company just by getting the aesthetics right. When specifying
a partitioning system, it is important to have a good idea of what
exactly is required from the finished solution – be it to represent
the look of a forward-thinking communications company or to
give the impression of a strong, stable and historically long-
standing company with a traditional corporate image.
Of course, while it is important to get the specification just

right for the project in question, it is just as necessary to select
a reputable contractor. In this respect, a good starting point is
to look for a contractor that is a member of a trade association,
such as AIS FPDC, where there is a need to adhere to a strict
code of conduct and are equally guided in terms of meeting
important quality standards, as described in the AIS FPDC best
practice guide to the installation of partitioning. 

‘According to the system finishes and layout of
a partitioning system, it is possible to portray
a very specific impression of a company’

respond online at www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Look a
little
deeper…

Before any Optima partitioning system or 
component is launched it is researched 
thoroughly, scientifically engineered 
and then tested vigorously. The result 
is a product range that stands up to the 
closest scrutiny and meets the exacting 
criteria of architects, designers and 
contractors.

The Optima approach is far from 
superficial; what you see really is just the 
tip of the iceberg. Find out what’s beneath 
the surface at www.optimasystems.com

Designed, tested and tested again.

117 Plus
Unparalleled
Engineering

217 Plus
Uniquely
Flexible

Revolution 54
Elegant
Performance

enq.223 enq.224

www.aisfpdc.org
www.buildingadditions.co.uk
www.optimasystems.com
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Vexbox – The Variable Extension Box   
Vexbox is for use with single and twin electrical
accessory boxes. It is a single template which
can be formed into 12 different types of 
extension box. Varying from 5mm to 35mm of
extension. Vexbox has been designed for use
where walls have been dry-lined and the cut

outs for the accessory boxes have been put in the wrong place or, the boxes are at
the incorrect depth. Also suitable for refurbishment works where boxes have been
set too deeply into walls, leaving no edge for the plasterer to work to. Vexbox
extends the accessory box flush with the plasterboard or wall, in order to provide
a superior quality wall finish every time. 

info@vexbox.com   www.vexbox.com

�� �� �� �
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The River Gardens – tiled with BAL   
An exclusive riverside development in London,
by Durkan, has been completed with the use of
BAL adhesives throughout. The River Gardens
at Royal Greenwich commands spectacular
views over London and the Thames, with a
range of one, two and three-bedroom apart-

ments on offer. WRS Contracts fixed 600 x 300 multi finish full-body porcelain
tiles on both floors and walls. As underfloor heating is used throughout the devel-
opment, the floors were first levelled with BAL Rapidbase. Both floors and walls
were fixed using BAL Supercover Rapidset. The main communal area also has
underfloor heating and was prepared for tiling with BAL Rapidbase.

01782 591100   www.bal-adhesives.co.uk enq.227

MODERN LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
more than light

Lighting catalogue with style shots available on request

0208 123 7914   modernlightingsolutions.co.uk

enq.225

www.modernlightingsolutions.co.uk
www.premierloftladders.com


Sparkworld Ltd, based in Martock, Somerset
is one of the leading suppliers of white goods
and range cookers in the South West, with a

showroom open to both public and trade clients.
The showroom is split into two distinct areas, both
by product and by layout, so when Sparkworld
wanted to join the two areas together via an exist-
ing staircase, it was down to Axess 4 All to come
up with an access solution.
To determine the best solution for the client,

Axess 4 All dispatched its sales manager, James
White, to Martock to find a solution to
Sparkworld’s access problems.
The existing staircase was only 1,600mm wide

but being the most direct access from the main
entrance to the new showroom area, it was a major
priority for Sparkworld to ensure access was pro-
vided so people with restricted mobility could fully
use the new area.
A standard step lift would have taken up too

much of the staircase width and with timber stairs

and adjacent walls it was quickly clear that the
normal arrangement of a step lift or incline stair
lift would not be suitable. James soon came up
with a solution that would leave a good clear stair
width and leave Sparkworld with virtually no
builders’ work to do on-site, reducing disruption
to an already busy shop.
By utilising the existing area between the timber

stairs and the plasterboard wall there would be just
sufficient space for Axess 4 All's experienced instal-
lation team to floor mount specially extended stan-
chion posts to support the guide rails of an incline
stairlift without affecting the existing timber stairs.
The A1000 incline platform stairlift from Axess

4 All is the company’s most compact lift with the
smallest closed width of any incline stairlift at only
240mm, which means even when the incline stair-
lift is folded up and not in use the existing staircase
still gives good access.
The A1000 is supplied with clear and easy to use

call and park push buttons located at the upper

and lower landings to allow a wheelchair user to
operate the stairlift safely and independently. This,
combined with the newly developed concealed
safety barriers, which now fold behind the plat-
form when not in use, ensures the whole stairlift is
even more discreet and compact than before.
Installation was completed at Sparkworld in

only six and a half hours.

A lift solution for Sparkworld

Call Axess 4 All today on 0844 375 8882, email sales@axess4all.com or visit www.axess4all.com
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Polyflor BIM objects now available   
Polyflor, the UK’s commercial and residential vinyl
flooring specialist, is pleased to announce that it is
now offering Building Information Modelling (BIM)
objects for a selection of it’s best-selling flooring
ranges, available to download free of charge via the
Polyflor website or National BIM website. As part of

the first phase of Polyflor’s BIM object development the objects have been devel-
oped in all leading software formats including Revit Architecture, Bentley
AECOsim, Nametschek Vectorworks and more. Polyflor has selected the perfect
timing to make their products available, with the UK adoption rate tripling in
three years since the launch of NBS’s separate UK National BIM Survey. 

0161 767 1111   www.polyflor.com

 

enq.230

Law firm judges Heradesign a success   
Property law specialist JB Leitch has recently moved
into a refurbished four-storey office in the centre of
Liverpool, with Knauf ’s Heradesign specified for
the project. The company brief was for a flexible
office space which reflected the mature and serious

aspirations of the legal practice. 800 sq m Heradesign ceilings feature in the main
reception, meeting rooms, open plan areas and the training, reading and social
spaces. Heradesign, with its unique, organic wood-wool woven surface, helps
create an inspiring place to work and meet that has a welcoming ambience for
staff and visitors. The aesthetics are not the only characteristic that set Heradesign
apart; it offers superior acoustics, fire resistance and ease of installation too.

020 8892 3216   www.amfceilings.co.uk

�� �� �
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New website reveals benefits of concealment   
A new dedicated product website has been created by
Samuel Heath to provide detailed information on the
company’s renowned ranges of Perko, Perkomatic and
Powermatic concealed door closers. The sleek, visually-
appealing site will be useful to anyone involved in the
selection, specification and installation of Samuel Heath
door closers, including architects, designers, specifiers and

installers as well as estates and facilities managers. A section on ‘choosing a closer’
provides a list of factors that should be taken into consideration when choosing
a door closer, including the various technical performance requirements that must
be met and solutions for specific applications.

0121 766 4200   www.concealeddoorclosers.com enq.232

Home has become a house of
horrors for many thousands of 
disabled people in UK...
Ref: 43653

IBI transforms Huntington’s
Disease Ward at a London 
Neuro-Disability Hospital...
Ref: 55517

Delayed door closing by LCN at
Windermere Sheltered Housing...
Ref: 96600

New RIBA-approved Fit-out 
solutions for Category A and B 
ceilings CPD from Armstrong
Ceilings is fit for online...
Ref: 87917

Visit the website www.architectsdatafile.co.uk 
and enter the reference number for more information

news bytes

www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=43653
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=96600
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=55517
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=87917
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LEVATOMONO

The Levato Mono porcelain paver system is the pinnacle
of external raised  =ooring technology; enabling the
speci<cation of lightweight, slip resistant and attractive
raised = ooring solutions, combining incredible technical
properties with uncompromising aesthetics; making them
the ideal choice for commercial and domestic use alike.

t: 0845 2700 696  e: info@thedecktileco.co.uk

www.thedecktileco.co.uk

• 20mm porcelain pavers 40x80 45x90 60x60 75x75
30x120 40x120 60x120

• ‘Floating =oor’ – installation over single ply
membrane and pool surrounds

• Eternal product – zero maintenance required –
offering massive over-life savings

• Highly abrasion and stain resistant
• Highly slip resistant ; R11 and achieved up to +65

wet in the BS pendulum test
• Lightweight – 45kgs per m2

• High load bearing and impact resistance
• Timber & stone effects; 40+ <nishes available
• Ideal for balconies, roof terraces and piazzas, for

both commercial & residential use
• Completely non porous
• Fire & frost proof
• Height-adjustable support from 9mm 

up to 550mm
• Matching internal tiles

porcelain paver system

Light Projects – lighting the way   
The Golborne Road Railway Bridge is an iconic
Victorian iron bridge in London’s Kensington and
Chelsea. Recently, its illumination has been
upgraded using Roblon fibre optics and light fit-
tings supplied by Light Projects. Exterior mounted
Roblon LED fibre optics with Beespot end points

are used together with a blue linear LED system which highlights the graceful
sweeping curve of the trusses. The Beespots are small, subtle and elegant IP68
rated surface mounted fibre optic spotlights. They are installed throughout 
the structure, uplighting individual ironwork girders with narrow beam angles 
to highlight individual architectural features. By benefitting from the latest in
LED and fibre optic technology, energy costs are minimised.

 

enq.233

GATEMASTER gate closers
Renowned for their quality manufacture and reliability, GATEMASTER gate closers from Signet Locks can be fitted to
metal and timber gates to ensure controlled and secure closing at all times. Local regulations on self closing gates vary so please
check with the local authority before fitting these products. Experience in this field demonstrates that, when used correctly,
these closers will reliably close gates for many years. GSB gas strut closers are top quality gate closing struts, ideal for closing
gates up to 80kg. There is no need to release gas to reduce the spring force, just simply move the strut along the slots in the
brackets to adjust the force exerted. The adjustable brackets also make the installation easy as there is no need to compress the
spring when fitting it to the gate. It is ideal for both fitting to new installations and retrofitting to existing gates. APS hydraulic
gate closers are hydraulically controlled with a top hinge kit that has been developed using proven technology to provide
reliable gate closing. They are vandal resistant and suitable for gates up to 120kg. The robust closer unit is fitted underneath
the gate, meaning it is unobtrusive, and this also acts as a load-bearing lower hinge. The kit includes a top hinge assembly
which is fully adjustable to enable the gate to be positioned correctly after installation, with no power required.

01243 552066   www.signetlocks.co.uk enq.234

Schools may be out: but is asbestos
still in there lurking?...
Ref: 28853

Marking the anniversary of the
Health and Safety at Work Act
1974 – fatal and major injuries at
work dramatically reduced...
Ref: 27891

Free webinar from FDS Consult
explores fire design benefits for tall
buildings...
Ref: 47130

BM TRADA demonstrates the
benefits of passive fire protection
at Firex International...
Ref: 51714

Visit the website www.architectsdatafile.co.uk 
and enter the reference number for more information

news bytes

www.lightprojects.co.uk
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=28853
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=27891
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=47130
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk/?s=51714
www.thedecktileco.co.uk
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www.oxfordplanters.co.uk

Specialist manufacturers
of British handcra(ed
internal and external
Planters and Furniture.

Available in: Oak, Iroko
or Accoya; painted in
your choice of colour.

We also o'er a bespoke
design and build service.

All products are
manufactured in the
Cotswold’s using
sustainable timber

For more information e-mail info@oxfordplanters.co.uk or call
01608 683022. All products are manufactured in the Cotswold’s using
sustainable timber.

Flood
defender

Grass Concrete Limited
Duncan House, 142 Thornes Lane, Thornes, 
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF2 7RE England
Tel: +44(0)1924 379443 
Fax: +44(0)1924 290289

permeable paving solutions

www.grasscrete.com
enq.236 enq.237

www.grasscrete.com
www.oxfordplanters.co.uk
www.owatroldirect.co.uk
www.outsidestructures.co.uk


In order to achieve optimum results for your client it makes
sense to employ a canopy supplier who can work with you
on all of these elements. You need a company with years of

practical experience who can demonstrate their professionalism
and commitment to health and safety by holding accreditation
to ISO 9001, as well as CHAS and Constructionline. They
should be able to undertake the complete process of design,
manufacture and installation for you, and relevant staff should
be CRB checked so school installations can be completed with
total peace of mind.
Canopies make useful additions within school grounds, at

colleges and universities, outside hospitals and on industrial 

and commercial premises.
These external structures create great covered waiting areas

at schools for both pupils and parents. Fitted adjacent to
nursery classrooms they enable easy access to sand and water
play while older children can use a canopy as an outside class-
room or it can become a ‘quiet’ area. Larger models, with and
without glazed sides, make cost-effective, outside eating areas
that can be installed in considerably less time than a tradition-
ally built dining room. Canopies may be used as buggy or bike
shelters and, when fitted with lockers, create cloakrooms
adjoining classrooms. Glazed walkways provide covered transit
routes between different buildings on any site, while bespoke

Vicky Evans, sales director of Twinfix Limited demonstrates that there are many things
to consider when specifying a glazed canopy or walkway. Where is it going to be used?
What is its purpose? Do you have a particular design in mind? How quickly is it
required? Will it be south-facing? Will it need any weather protection at the sides?
What will it be made from? Does the roof need to be non-fragile? How ‘green’ does it
need to be? What’s the budget? 

‘Cost-effective,
outside eating
areas can be
installed in
considerably 
less time than a
traditionally built
dining room’

Specifying canopies, 
shelters and walkways
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designs may be created for bus shelters and smoking areas.
The framework for a canopy may be constructed from 

aluminium, steel or timber. Aluminium is a favourite choice
because it is light in weight so is relatively easy to transport 
and install, it won’t rust over time and once powder coated
shouldn’t require repainting in the future. It may also be 
recycled at the end of its long life without losing any of its 
properties. Steel can create larger spans than aluminium and
might cost a little less, but it will rust over time and it is heavy
to move and install. There are a range of different timber
options, varying from glu-lam beams down to treated timber
and while these can look very elegant they will require an
ongoing maintenance programme.
When it comes to the roof glazing polycarbonate is one of

the most favoured choices. Being resistant to UV in sunlight,
it has a great fit as a canopy roof. It is available in a solid form
that looks like glass and in a multiwall version that helps to
retain heat underneath – even in an open-sided structure. The
main advantage of polycarbonate lies in its strength which is
retained at both high and low temperatures, combined with its
very light weight. When installed within some proprietary
systems polycarbonate roof glazing panels can also meet the 
recommendations of the Health & Safety Executive for non-
fragile roofs. Specifying these products is very much in line with
CDM regulations for designers to ‘eliminate or reduce risk’. For

anything south-facing you should consider using a bronze
tinted grade as this will help to keep out the heat. An opal tint
is also available – a good option where you have windows over-
looking a canopy as its use can help to provide privacy to those
underneath. And, just like aluminium, polycarbonate may be
recycled once its practical life is over.
A wide range of roof designs can be incorporated into

canopies and walkways: mono or duo pitched, barrel vaulted,
waveform shaped or curved at an angle. They can be lean-to or
free-standing. It is always wise to check the composition of any
wall that might hold a lean-to or cantilever canopy and if in any
doubt stick with a free-standing model. Cantilevers should be
specified with great care. A good design team will be able to
offer a range of suggestions. They will also ensure that your
design is structurally sound. Post fixings should be underground
so there are no trip hazards and the use of stainless steel fixings
is a sign of a quality product.
To finish off your canopy you might wish to consider some

optional extras. Vertical panels glazed with polycarbonate will
help to keep out the prevailing wind and padded post protec-
tors are useful in school playgrounds. Lockable roller shutters
enable items to be safely protected, while signage added to
canopies can help to highlight building entrances. Through
careful choice of canopy you can create an attractive, long-
lasting, multi-functional space to delight your client.

‘Glazed walkways
provide covered
transit routes
between different
buildings on 
any site, while
bespoke designs
may be created
for bus shelters
and smoking areas’
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Canopies and walkways can be used for a
variety of different uses to provide protection

from the sun and elements and act as functional
outdoor spaces:

Education
Commercial and leisure

Airports
Hospitals

entrance canopies  •  shade canopies  •  covered walkways  •  school canopies

01695 557024   •   sales@park-streetfurnishing.co.uk
www.park-streetfurnishing.co.uk

Contact us today and 
�nd out how you can transform 

a building with affordable 
canopies and walkways

We offer a fully bespoke service and have an in
house design and surveying team to produce high

quality canopies designed and manufactured to
't your requirements

Call us on 01603 782223 to discuss your shade sail  
requirements or email shadesails@jeckells.co.uk

Jeckells of Wroxham Ltd, The Sail Loft, Station Road, Wroxham NR12 8UT

BUY BRITISH, BUY QUALITY, 

BUY Jeckells SHADE SAILS

enq.241 enq.242

www.twinfix.co.uk
www.jeckells.co.uk
www.park-streetfurnishing.co.uk


The newest addition to the factory is the automated
spray line, which in partnership with Owatrol UK, is
geared up to produce fully finished cladding and

decking for the buoyant UK market. Duffield had great success
with a number of cladding projects last year coating Western
Red Cedar and European Oak with Owatrol SI 106.

SI 106 from Owatrol is a water-based and environmentally
friendly penetrating wood finish. It has been designed specifi-
cally for industrial spray application and is available in eight 
different colours. As a penetrative coating, SI 106 is non-film
forming and protects the wood from within, minimising crack-
ing, warping and damage from moisture and UV exposure. 

SI106 provides a long lasting, rich matt finish on softwood
and hardwoods, accentuating the natural beauty of the wood.
It is extremely durable, making it perfect for decking, cladding
and other external timber structures and is easy to maintain 

too, with no stripping required.
This year Duffield Timber hope for continued success 

with SI 106 and further growth introducing Owatrol Pro Solid
Stain to a range of traditional and contemporary cladding 
profiles. Pro Solid Stain is available in an opaque stain with a
15-year guarantee.

Excellence from forest to �nish
Ever seeking new opportunities, Duf%eld Timber recently made further investment to their
timber %nishing facility. On-site in Ripon, North Yorkshire, the new and improved factory
delivers the ‘%nishing touch’ to an extensive range of timber mouldings from glazing bead
and door components to cladding and decking, using Owatrol coatings

Duffield Timber are a family-run business with traditional values coupled with
innovation and modern technologies. Across its 7-acre site the company can
machine and finish timber in as little as 7-10 days from ordering. 

Call 01765 640564, email sales@duffieldtimber.com or visit www.duffieldtimber.com 

Owatrol UK produce high quality, long lasting products which offer exceptional
protection and superior finish. These include products for wood surfaces as well
as for rust prevention and within the decorating and marine industries. 

Call 01923 219122, email sales@owatroluk.com or visit www.owatroldirect.co.uk 

����������	������
��
• Long-lasting protection
• Professional finish
• Variety of stylish colours
• No peeling or flaking
• Easy maintenance with no stripping
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Newsletter
Emailed on a fortnightly basis, the
ADF newsletter is designed to
provide you with the latest
information on products and
services of interest, direct to your
inbox. You can quickly gather a
snapshot of information from up
to 12 carefully selected companies
and easily follow links through to
further information on
www.architectsdata*le.co.uk, or
go directly to the company’s own
website. Brochures and videos are
also regularly available. Go to the
ADF website to subscribe.

Digital issue
Be ADF digital issue provides all
the same content as the print
issue with the added advantage of
being instantly available
whenever and wherever you have
access to the internet. In addition
to its ease of access, the ADF
digital issue gives direct links to
advertisers, allowing you to visit a
potential supplier’s website with
the click of a mouse. Go to the
ADF website to subscribe.

Website
Be ADF website is an online
provider of past and present
products and news items for the
architect or speciCer.
www.architectsdata*le.co.uk is a 
one-stop source for all the latest
press releases providing any visitor
with access to information about
products and services that they
may require for their project as
well as news relevant to
architectural developments.

LIQUID ROOFING & WATERPROOFING

THEATRE SUPPLIES

SOLAR SHADING (BRISE SOLEIL)

TILES & TILING

INSECT SCREENS

Enq. 503

Timber Door Canopies
by George Woods

Tel: 01363 884218
www.timberdoorcanopies.co.uk

Vermiculite and Calcium Silicate (reproof,
insulating and refractory panels for 
woodburning stoves and (replaces

OPIES UK LTD
LIGHTING YOUR FIRE

01245 468 977
www.john-opie.co.uk

Skamolex
����

Skamolex
����

PREMIUM
QUALITY

FIREWOOD
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Levolux Limited
1 Forward Drive, Harrow
Middlesex HA3 8NT
Tel: 020 8863 9111   Fax: 020 8863 8760
Email: info@levolux.com
Reg: Levolux Ltd – 1834176

www.levolux.com

Solus Ceramics
Warwick Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham
Worcestershire, B11 2QX
Tel: 0121 7530777
Email: sales@solusceramics.com

www.solusceramics.com

Enquire online at
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk

If you’re interested in advertising within this
section please contact the sales team on

01435 863500

COLUMN CASINGS

Encasement Ltd
Peartree Business Centre, Enterprise Way,
Bretton, Peterborough  PE3 8YQ
Tel: 01733 266 889   Fax: 01733 268 999 
Email: sales@encasement.co.uk 

www.encasement.co.uk

Opdhardt Product (UK) Ltd
18 Shaftesbury Street South 
Derby DE3 8YH
Tel: 01332 297666

INTERIORS – OFFICE SEATING

Mesh Office Seating (UK Ltd)
Riverbank Mill, 2 Stoneygate Road
Newmilns, East Ayrshire KA16 9BN
Email:  info@officechairs.co.uk

www.officechairs.co.uk 
DOORS & WINDOWS

HEATING & VENTILATION

Lancelyn Theatre Supplies
Ferry Hinksey Road, Oxford, OX2 0BY
Tel: 01865 722 468 Mobile: 07889 368503
Email: projects@lancelyn.co.uk

www.lancelyn.co.uk

Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing
Association (LRWA)
Roofing House, 31 Worship Street
London, EC2A 2DY
Tel: 0207 448 3859 Email:
info@lrwa.org.uk

www.lrwa.org.uk

LIFTS & ESCALATORS

Enq. 504
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BABY CHANGING UNITS

BATHROOMS & WASHROOMS

Baby Point Ltd
Unit 15, Tomo Business Park, Stowmarket,
Suffolk, IP14 5EP
Tel: 01449 770607 Fax: 01449 678444
Email: sales@babypoint.co.uk

www.babypoint.co.uk

Baby Point is an ISO 9001 UK based 
company specialising in the design and 
production of commercial baby changing
equipment. All products are developed and
tested to comply with the European 
Standard for the design of baby changing
equipment BSEN 12221- 1: 2008.

adfLAUNCH OF ALL NEW
WEBSITE FOR 2014
REGISTER ONLINE FOR...
In-print magazine  •  Digital magazine
Newsletter  •  Daily digests

www.architectsdata>le.co.uk

www.woodfuels.co.uk
www.flyscreen.com
www.timberdoorcanopies.co.uk
www.hymo.com


www.glazingvision.co.uk
sales@glazingvision.co.uk

01379 658300

Modular Flushglaze® 
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www.glazing-vision.co.uk

